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OPINION 
'Confession' 
discovers
 the 
advantages 
of being 
honest 
with 
others,
 
oneself 
'Quoth the 
Raven'  peers 
into 
the 
crystal ball 
and 
discovers
 
the nations
 
state twenty 
five 
years 
from 
today. 
 
Page
 2 
SPORTS  
Two newcomers, NoeIle Lee and 
Ana Lukner, served the San Jose 
State Universly women's tennis 
team well in last weekend's 
Fresno State University 
Invitational.  
The men's soccer team waits for 
the
 final 10 minutes of the match 
to score 
the game -winning goal 
Sunday against the 
UC
 Irvine. 
- Page 5 
A 
E 
Pyrotechnics
 and 
metal 
ruled the
 
Compaq
 
Center  
in
 
downtown
 
San 
Jose.  
The 
Pledge  
of 
Allegiance
 
tour 
brought
 good 
music 
and 
mosh  
pits to 
fans 
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A.S.
 
to
 
move 
offices
 
into  Scheller  
House  
By 
kern 
bed) Gong 
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
Last week's 
Associated  Stu-
dents 
meeting
 dredged up 
more 
of the 
same  concerns 
that have 
been echoed in 
past meetings. 
The 
movement  of the 
A.S.  
offices  to 
the Scheller House was
 
in question, and 
there were sup-
porters and 
opponents  of the 
move in both the
 board and the 
Artists
 
needed
 
for
 mural
 
By Lisa
 Butt 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
There  has been a lack of 
applicants to 
redesign the 
mural  surrounding
 the con-
struction site
 of the Dr. Martin
 
Luther King Jr. 
Joint  Library 
said 
Robert  Milnes, 
director of 
the school of art 
and design. 
"This is an 
opportunity to do 
something excellent
 on a tempo-
rary basis," he 
said. However, 
just one person
 has applied this 
semester.
 
The project is 
open
 to all stu-
dents  and 
organizations,  Milnes 
said. 
Milnes 
said  there was 
more 
interest 
last
 year when 
the 
walls  were 
blank. 
He
 added there are 15 to 
20 
murals 
currently  displayed. 
He
 said other reasons why 
students  are not applying
 are 
because
 of the time commitment
 
and cost. 
"I don't have
 the time," senior 
digital media 
major Ramel 
Espinueva
 said. "It would take 
a long 
time."  
Junior graphic design major 
Joy 
Coleman said she
 would 
paint
 a mural if she
 had the 
time. 
Milnes added 
muralists  must 
use their own 
supplies.  
Others thought 
the site of the 
mural deters 
people from 
apply-
ing. 
"I think it's the
 location (on 
campus) or 
that it's at 
a con-
struction
 site," 
photography  
major Janice Benech
 said. 
Sophomore graphic 
design 
major Nicole 
Tindall
 said the 
construction site is not the most 
beautiful place to have your 
paintings displayed.
 
Benech said she was sur-
prised there 
weren't  more appli-
cants. 
"This gives 
them
 an opportu-
nity to show 
their work," she 
said.  
Tindall said not knowing how 
long the murals will be up could 
be another reason why there are 
not more applicants. 
According to Milnes, 
it will be 
up until the 
construction  is com-
pleted. 
Tindall 
said
 that if she was 
going to 
paint a mural 
she 
would want to do it with a 
 
see MURAL. Page 3 
A dance put on by the Phi Beta 
Sigma 
fraternity  in the San Jose 
State University Student Union 
on Saturday
 night ended with 
San Jose Police Department 
arriving on campus
 to help the 
University Police Department 
subdue a crowd. 
The dance began at 9 p.m.,
 but 
here were a lot of people waiting 
outside when the doors closed at 
midnight, said Malik Myles, vice 
president of Phi Beta Sigma. 
students 
who were watching
 the 
meeting.  
Alice  Tsai, director 
of student 
resource 
affairs,  brought
 up  
questions about 
whether stu-
dents 
had  enough 
input
 on the 
idea of the 
plan  for the 
move.  She 
presented the board
 with a chart 
she made about 
the pros and 
cons of the move. 
At the previous
 meeting, 
there  
was a motion
 to rescind A.S. 
President
 
Maribel
 Martinez's
 
executive
 veto,
 which 
vetoed 
the 
legislative
 act by 
the 
Board  of 
Directors
 to 
approve
 the
 Strate-
gic 
Plan. 
Tsai
 said there
 was not
 
enough
 input to 
know 
whether
 
the organization
 should
 move the 
lab into 
the  space 
currently  filled 
by A.S. 
offices. 
"I'm an 
advocate  of 
the  stu-
dents," 
Martinez  said.
 "If stu-
dents feel their 
suggestions 
haven't been heard, or 
that
 their 
opinions have not been 
taken  
into consideration, 
then  there is 
something  wrong with the 
process. 
I will do anything
 to 
ensure a fair process 
with  the 
most student 
input  possible." 
Alfonso de 
Alba, executive 
director of 
A.S., said there had 
been many plans already made 
and that a process had been 
Goodbye
 
to
 
SoFA
 
.1ndrea Scott Special to the Dailj 
Concertgoers dance to the 
music  of X at the final SoFA Street Fair on Sunday. X 
headlined
 the 
event on the Zero Magazine stage. 
By Cohn
 Atagi  
Around 1 a.m. 
a  pushing 
match started outside,
 which 
DAILY STAFF WRITI R 
resulted
 in an early end to the 
dance. 
"At that
 point, the music 
was 
turned off and 
the  (UPD) worked 
on clearing the 800 people out of 
the ballroom,"
 said Kevin 
McBride, the
 event services 
coor-
dinator for the 
Student
 Union. 
"Some 
of the 
people
 they cleared 
were
 still in the area, and more 
people were coming. 
"There 
were the 800 
people  
(already in the 
ballroom)
 and a 
total 1,200 to 1,500 
people  
(including those waiting
 outside) 
on the campus." 
A couple 
of
 fights broke out 
around campus 
in the meantime, 
McBride 
said.  
"As they 
pushed  them 
down
 
towards
 Ninth Street, 
a fight 
broke 
out right around the 
loca-
tion of the Art building,"
 he said. 
As members 
of Phi Beta 
Sigma worked 
with the UPD to 
get people out 
of the Student 
Union, 
the San Jose 
Police 
Department
 arrived in riot 
gear,  
 See 
SOFA. Page 4 
started on moving 
A.S.  to the 
Scheller House and 
that
 it would 
be costly to change the 
plans  so 
late in the game. 
He urged the board
 to make a 
decision about 
whether
 to move 
A.S. to the Scheller 
House, there-
by freeing up the current 
offices  
for a computer lab, or to keep 
with the status quo. 
 See 
A.S., 
Page 3 
Dance
 
ends 
with  
police
 
action
 
By Colin Atagi 
DAILY STAFF A RITER 
A dance put on by the Phi Beta 
Sigma fraternity in the San Jose 
State University Student Union 
on Saturday night ended with 
San Jose Police Department 
arriving on campus to help the 
University Police Department 
subdue a crowd. 
The dance began at 9 p.m., but 
there were a lot of people waiting 
outside when the doors closed at 
midnight, said Malik Myles, vice 
president 
of
 Phi Beta Sigma. 
Around 1 a.m. a 
pushing 
match started outside, which 
resulted in an 
early end to the 
dance. 
"At that point, the music was 
turned 
off and the (UPD) worked 
on clearing the 800
 people out of 
the ballroom," said 
Kevin 
McBride, the event 
services  coor-
dinator for the Student 
Union. 
"Some of the people they cleared 
were still
 in the area, and more 
people were coming. 
"There were the 800 people 
(already in the ballroom) and a 
total 1,200 to 1,500 people 
(including those waiting outside) 
on the campus." 
A couple of fights broke out 
around campus in the meantime, 
McBride  said. 
"As they pushed them down 
towards Ninth Street, a fight 
broke out right
 around the loca-
tion of the Art building," he said. 
As members of Phi Beta Sigma 
worked with the UPD to get peo-
ple out of the Student Union, the 
San Jose 
Police  Department 
arrived in riot gear, Myles said 
Private
 security hired to watch 
the dance was cancelled at the 
last minute, so the city police had 
to be called in, McBride said. 
The UPD informed the San 
Jose Police Department that the 
dance was being held ahead
 of 
time, so they were on standby, 
said Sgt. John Laws of the UPD. 
Myles said he didn't believe 
the San
 Jose Police Department 
had to be there and that the UPD 
and the fraternity had things 
under control, he 
said.  
A couple of bottles where 
thrown, but the 
majority of the 
 See DAN(
 E. Page 3 
Construction
 officials
 
Journalists  
discuss 
current  
events
 
report trespassing
 
By Andrew Toy 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Some members of the campus community are 
trespassing through
 the construction site at the cor-
ner of Fourth and San Fernando streets, despite the 
hazards involved. 
"Anyone who is caught trespassing can be cited or 
booked and taken to 
county jail," said Lt. Bruce Lowe 
of the 
University  Police Department. 
According to 
Art Heinrich, the campus architect, 
students and 
faculty
 members have walked through 
the 
same
 entrances that the trucks 
use  to deliver 
materials. 
This  is the area that is 
fenced
 off along 
Fourth Street. 
People 
are  either walking 
inside
 the construction 
zone or walking
 along the outside 
of the fence with 
heavy  traffic 
driving
 by in order to 
take a quicker 
route to 
campus,
 Heinrich said. 
"No Public 
Access  Behind This 
Point," is one of 
many signs that 
are  posted at all 
entrances
 and exits 
used by the
 delivery and 
construction  vehicles. 
Dan Johnson, the
 associate vice 
president  of the 
facilities development 
and  operations, said people 
who are authorized 
to
 be in the area are required 
to 
wear a 
hard  hat. 
"Without the hard 
hat and proper equipment, it 
can be very 
dangerous,"  he said. 
Heinrich  said there was one report of a campus 
community member who failed to abide by these 
signs. That person slipped and fell; fortunately, 
the  
person was not seriously injured, Heinrich said. 
Frank Merritt, the safety and health coordinator 
for the site, said students want to use the area to 
 see SAFETY, Page 3 
Its lillian 
Cargo 
and karlie 
Reiss 
DAILY
 STAFF 
WRITERS  
No
 one was protesting 
Monday
 night when Richard
 
Rodriguez
 came to San Jose 
State University 
to be inter-
viewed by Jay Harris, a for-
mer San Jose Mercury News 
publisher.
 
Rodriguez, an essayist 
and journalist as well as an 
editor for the Pacific News 
Service in San 
Francisco,  
has been the subject of con-
troversy in 
the past based on 
his opinions criticizing affir-
mative action and bilingual
 
education. 
Controversy  wasn't on the 
agenda
 Monday, but a 
wide  
variety of issues were. 
Marc  Pinate, 
director  of 
literary and 
performance  
programs
 for 
the  
Movimien-
to de Arte y 
Culture  Latino 
Americans, also known as 
MACLA, said he was happy 
with the event's achieve-
ments. 
"He's an 
independent  
thinker," said Pinate of 
Rodriguez. "We 
are at a time 
where 
we
 need 
independent
 
thinking.
 All the work we do 
tries 
to 
spark  critical
 
dia-
logue.
 
He is 
one 
of
 the 
few, 
but not the only 
representa- 
"We have no 
contempo-
Lives for the 
Hispanic  cut- 
rary
 voice. I wouldn't
 consid-
ture.
 Cesar Chavez 
was as er his 
comments of 
the 
well, 
but he has 
passed  future 
valid,  however 
it's
 
away."
 
important 
to look at  the 
future because It has an 
effect on us now," said 
Pinate, a 
SJSU alumnus in 
 see TALK, Page 
Ben Liehenberg
 Daily Staff 
lay 
Harris  
(right)
 interviews 
Richard
 
Rodriguez
 in the
 Morris Dailey Auditorium. The 
interview
 was
 part
 of 
the  fifth annual  
Distinguished  
Scholars  
Forum. 
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Letters
 - 
Imperialistic
 views 
on U.S. 
distorted
 
A.
 I correct in 
assuming  that Ted Rudow
 III 
(True reason for 
war drawn from 
history, 
Oct.
 1) is calling our 
country  a dictatorship?
 
Although
 I searched for 
the sarcasm in his 
view-
point,
 all I found was
 cynicism. 
Calling 
our  country a dictatorship
 not only 
mocks 
all  of the people who have 
fought  and died 
for our rights and freedom, but 
also  shows a serious 
disregard for those 
living  under such regimes. 
I suggest that Rudow take a serious look at first-
hand 
accounts of those who have lived under Stal-
in, Pol Pot or currently
 live in China. 
He will see that, 
although our country may 
be 
far from perfect, it is in no way 
a dictatorship. 
The 
*very  fact that he can write a letter to a 
newspaper critiquing
 many bad decisions in 
our  
country's history 
while quoting what many
 dicta-
torships 
consider  a revolutionary
 book, the Bible, 
belies  this 
fact. 
Instead of 
looking down from the 
"ivory tower" to 
extol 
his  cynical views, 
maybe Rudow 
could  take 
some 
time to learn about
 that of which 
he
 speaks 
and understand 
that
 our country, albeit 
far from 
perfect, is 
in no way a 
dictatorship.  His brand
 of 
cynicism,
 coupled with his
 blatant ignorance
 only 
proves
 the sorry state
 of the American 
education 
system. 
Ted Rudow, please 
inform yourself beyond
 sim-
ple platitudes 
and inflammatory facts, 
or at least 
take an introduction 
class to political science. 
Finally, 
taking  quotes out of context 
from  a reli-
gious 
text is similar to the 
perversions of Islam 
committed
 by the murderers.
 For a more thought 
provoking and 
intellectual  type of discussion,
 
please look
 at Reinhold Neibuhr's "Why
 the Chris-
tian Church
 is Not Pacifist" - an argument 
in favor 
of stopping
 the Nazis. 
Jeffrey 
Marzluft  
graduate student 
School  of Library and Information 
Science
 
Quote for the 
Daily: 
"When 
written  in Chinese, the 
word 
'crisis'  is composed of 
two characters. One 
represents 
danger and the 
other 
represents 
opportunity." 
 
John F. Kenned) 
OPINION
 
I t's \II 1 
SAN
 JOSE: 
-.TATE
 UNIVERSITY - 
Confessing
 lies
 brings one
 
closer
 
to 
truth  
While
 I was out of state, I had 
the good fortune of going to 
dinner with 
one of the guys 
on whom I had a summer crush. 
We ate dinner, drank 
wine. The 
evening was going well until he 
asked 
me
 who my favorite authors 
were.  
My answer (a perfectly good 
one, 
by the way) 
was Anne Lamott
 and 
Helen Fielding. 
Since he was 
unfamiliar  with 
their work, I explained 
how  these 
two authors 
capture  the tribulations 
of being a 
woman  with humor and 
wisdom.
 
What I like most about
 their writ-
ing is its honesty, I said. 
He seemed unimpressed
 with my 
reply, so 
I smoothly added C.S. 
Lewis  
to the list. 
And as 
easy as that, I told a lie.
 
I actually own a 
compilation book 
of works by C.S. 
Lewis,  and I'm cer-
tain I would enjoy it. 
But  I have only 
gotten through the first few 
chap-
ters of his children's book, "The
 Lion, 
the Witch and the Wardrobe." 
As soon as the 
falsehood  was spo-
ken, I wanted to 
take  it back. I real-
ized my friendship
 with this man 
CHRISTINA  
LUCAROTTI
 
was  
doomed.
 
A few 
days later, he sent me an e-
mail, to which I forgot
 to respond, 
saying how nice 
it was to meet 
another 
Lewis fan.
 
At best, the lie I told was silly. At 
worst, 
my
 fiction spinning was a 
misrepresentation 
of myself. 
What bothered 
me most was how 
effortlessly I was able 
to twist the 
truth. 
Am I  not at all the honest person 
I consider
 myself to be, but instead a 
liar, I wondered. 
Through an 
informal
 polling of 
friends, I have found most 
people  lie 
or avoid 
telling
 the truth from time 
to time. 
My father recommends tempering 
the facts
 with sensitivity for 
people's  
-1.'HissLL
 
SIGNAL
 
OTHER  NATIONS 
THAT
 WE 
NEED
 
TI-IEIH 
HE LP 
FIGHTING
 TERRORISM" 
spartaGuide
 
Today 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art reception, 6 p.m. to 
8 p.m. in all galleries in the Art
 and Indus-
trial Studies buildings. Student galleries art
 
exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Friday 
in galleries two, three, five, six, eight and 
Herbert Sander.. For more information, call 
John or Nicole at 924-4330. 
Urban Planning 
Coalition  
Meeting, 630 p.m. every first and third 
Tuesday of 
the month in Washington Square 
Hall, Room 218.
 For more information,
 call 
Irvin 
David  at 924.7433. 
Counseling
 Services 
General process 
group meets 2:30 p.m.
 
to 4:30 
p.m. in the 
Administration  building, 
Room 
201. for more 
information, 
call
 Kell 
Fujimoto
 and Jeni 
Landau at 
924-5910. 
Department  
of Nutrition 
and 
Food 
Science  
Check 
out the latest in 
body
 composition 
testing, 
1:30 p.m. to 3 
p.m. in the 
Central
 
Classroom 
building.
 Students 
pay  $5. Staff 
and  faculty 
members  pay 
$10.
 For more 
information,
 call Sherry
 at 206-7599.
 
M.E.Ch.A.
 
Rasa Day 
Committee  weekly 
meetings,
 
noon to 1 
pm.  in the Chicano Library 
Resource 
Center. Take part in the designing 
process of the mural 
project,  6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
for the Chicano 
Studies
 department. For more 
information,  call Adrian. Garcia at 655.6785. 
Jewish Student Union and 
Hillel of Silicon Valley 
Join us as we bring 
Sukkot in the hut, 
12:30 
pm on campus. Home -cooked 
meal  with 
Gideon, 
6:30 p.m. We will eat in the 
Sukkah
 
to 
celebrate Sukkot 
and  fill out applications online 
for Birthright. 
This  is your chance to get a free 
trip to Israel. The Billet house is 
located at 336 
E. William St, between 
Seventh and Eighth 
streets. 
For more information, call Gideon 
at
 
286-6669 ext. 13 or e-mail at 
jcse@hillelsv.org. 
Catholic
 Campus Ministry 
Daily mass, 12:10 p.m., and Scripture 
Reflection, 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. at the Cam-
pus Ministry Chapel For more information, 
call Sister
 Marcia at 938.1610. 
Career Center 
Job search workshop, 3:30 p.m. in Build-
ing F For more information, call the Career
 
Resource Center at 924-8033. 
Spring 2002 in Bath, England 
Information meeting, 9:30 a.m. in Dwight 
I3entel  Hall, Room 213. For more informa-
tion, call Harvey Gotliffe
 at 924.3246. 
New Student Orientation: 
Leader Recruitment 
Looking for a job on campus where you can 
make a difference? Join steam of 25 paid ori-
entation leaders and impact more than 3,000 
new student. Applications are available in the 
Student Life Center 
in the old cafeteria build-
ing. Deadline is Nov. 2. For more 
information,
 
call 921-5950 or email gwolcottiRojeu edu 
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Wednesday 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. 
through  Friday in galleries two, three, 
live, six, eight
 and Herbert Sanders in the Art 
and Industrial Studien buildings. For more 
information, call John or Nicole at 924.4330. 
Department of Nutrition and 
Food Science 
Check out the latest in body composition 
testing, 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m in the Central 
Classroom building. Students pay $5. Staff 
and faculty 
members pay $10. For more 
information, call Sherry at 206-7599. 
Gay Lesbian Bisexual and 
Tranagendered Alliance (GLBTA) 
Weekly club meeting, 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
in the Costanoan room of the 
Student  Union 
Community, activities, 
support and discus-
sion. For more information, call Jake
 at 287-
2862 or e-mail at 
jake_hodgesehotmail.com
 
The Society for Advancement 
of Management (SAM) 
General meeting, 4:30 p.m. in the 
Costanoan room of the 
Student
 Union. For 
more information, e-mail Sylvia Krick at 
samclub_sjsu(Pyahoo.coni. 
Students for
 Justice 
Weekly meeting, 5 p.m. in the Pacheco 
room of the Student
 Union. Join Students 
for Justice as we plot world donations and 
progressive campus campaigns
 For more 
information, call Vanessa at 504-9554 
Asian American Christian 
Fellowship  
Jason Ma talks about a comforting and 
gracious God, 7:30 p.m. in the Pacifica room 
of the Student Union. For more information, 
call Alison at 971-4082 or Ann at 807-8233. 
stispirit.org
 
Daily meditation nd Spiritual Explorers 
meeting, 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Campus Min-
istry Want to come out of the
 closet
 spiritually? 
ADVERTISING  
feelings.
 
No one would be expected to tell 
the parents of a newborn that their 
infant looks like a red,
 wrinkly 
worm.
 
But when does the
 art of tactful-
ness become lying 
through one's 
teeth? 
Last week, a friend
 of mine decid-
ed she was 
in need of some retail 
therapy.  
Knowing her 
boyfriend  worries 
about their 
financial  situation, she 
hit the thrift 
stores
 looking for deals. 
In her mind, she was saving
 
money even though her 
boyfriend  
would  say she was spending 
money. 
She bought three
 pants and two 
tops for 40 bucks,
 but when her 
boyfriend 
called  her cell phone to 
find out where she was, she said she 
was going through some clothes her 
friend didn't want. 
Before 
returning  home, she 
removed the
 price tags from her new 
digs. 
Although I've never 
subscribed  to 
a whole -truth -nothing -but
-the
-truth 
philosophy, I'm beginning 
to wonder 
what 
it is that keeps us from being 
honest.
 
Come for discussion, reflection, meditation, 
singing, ritual, liturgy and a supportive environ-
ment to be the spiritual person you are. For more 
information, call chaplain Roger at 605-1687. 
Career Center 
Work4 workshop and 
discussion, 2.15 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. in Building F. For more information, 
call the Career Resource Center at 924-6033. 
Student Life Center 
Alcohol awareness: Leadership work-
shop, 4 p m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Almaden 
room of the Student Union. For more infor-
mation, call 924-5950. 
Spring 2002 in Bath, England 
Information meeting, 230 pm in the 
Administration building, Room 223A. For more 
information, call Dave Rude! at 924-5931. 
Financial Management
 Association 
Phillip Battaglia, Clorox director of finance, 
discusses what 
employers look for from a 
"grad," 4.30 pm to 5:30 p.m in the Guadalupe 
room of the Student
 Union. For more informs-
tion, call 
Marco  De Andrade at 
288-5709.  
Re -Entry and 
Commuter  Help Program 
Brown bag 
note  taking techniques with 
Mary Moore, 
counseling  services, noon to 
1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco
 room of the Stu-
dent Union. For more 
information, call Jane 
Boyd 
at 924-5950. 
A.S. 
Campus
 Recreation 
Indoor rock climbing
 pre -trip meeting, 
5 p.m in 
the Montalvo room 
of the Student 
Union For  more 
information,  call Matt 
McNamara at 924-6217 
Sparta Guide
 is provided free 
of charge 
to students, faculty and 
staff members. The 
deadline  for entries is 
noon,
 three working 
days before the
 desired publication 
date.  
Entry forms
 are availabk in the 
Spartan  
Daily Office. 
Space restrictions may require 
editing
 of submissions. Entries are printed
 in 
the order in which 
they are received_ 
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Is the
 truth 
really  
that
 bad? 
Prob-
ably 
not, but
 it's 
probably  
scary. 
The 
truth  
maybe
 
something
 not
 
everyone
 is 
going  to 
agree 
with.  
The 
truth may
 require 
admitting
 
one's
 failures 
to others.
 
The truth
 may 
mean 
having 
to 
deal  with 
uncomfortable
 
situations  
directly 
instead 
of avoiding
 them. 
Lying  
may
 enable
 us to 
create a 
world
 that 
feels  safe, 
that is 
well 
within  our 
comfort 
zone, but 
to live 
in 
that  world 
we have 
to
 trade 
reali-
ty 
for  it. 
For 
me,  this is 
where the
 real 
problem lies. 
Not only 
does lying, 
even inno-
cently,
 erode any 
existing  trust 
in a 
relationship,
 but it 
prevents  us 
from  
letting 
others see us 
as we truly 
are, 
faults included.
 
And if we 
are  not telling 
the truth 
to 
someone else,
 we're not 
telling  the 
truth to 
ourselves.  
Christina
 Lucarotti 
is
 a Spartan 
Daily 
Senior Staff
 Writer 
and  Copy Editor. 
'Confession" appears Tuesdays.
 
Looking into the 
future  
reveals
 today's 
legacy 
Iopened
 my eyes this 
morning
 
and rubbed the sleep
 away, 
suddenly wondering where 
the last 25 years
 went. 
Just a 
quarter
-century ago, I 
was a recent college graduate, 
about to 
embark
 on the vicious 
working world.
 Itching to get out 
of the childish 
playground
 I con-
sidered college. 
I thought I knew 
everything 
 composing weekly 
opinion 
columns, pretending
 to be more 
enlightened than the
 rest of the 
college 
campus. 
I spent my nights surrounded 
by
 friends and music, complain-
ing about the latest drama of my 
life. It was always some sort of 
earth -shattering 
problem  that I 
thought would never pass. 
I 
wore
 black because I 
thought it was stylish and rebel-
lious. 
I didn't care; it pushed away 
the people I had no patience to 
get to know, and it ensured that 
the people who did see past the 
facade were genuinely good peo-
ple.
 
I'd just started to feel comfort-
able in my skin, 
comfortable  
with my style and my 
surround-
ings when everything was 
turned upside-down. 
No event is an island,
 and 
everyone has life -defining
 expe-
riences, I guess  those turning 
points in your life. 
Just 25 years ago, "it" hap-
pened. The one thing my genera-
tion won't ever forget: the terror-
ist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. 
I've
 tried to block out the 
details of that day and the 
events that happened immedi-
ately before and afterward. 
The marriage 
of my brother 
and sister-in-law 10 
days before 
the attack has 
now produced two 
teen-age
 children. I'm not a 
bridesmaid 
admiring  the love 
they 
found; I'm Auntie Em. 
I'm not
 a college kid anymore, 
and I can hardly remember the 
fear I told 
myself  I was feeling 
before that 
graduation  date. 
Job after job have passed me 
by, and as everyone
 predicted, 
I'm not doing what I 
thought
 I'd 
be doing for a 
career.  The degree 
was important, but only to open 
doors and give me the confidence 
I needed. 
Relationships have come and 
gone, but I can't seem to shake 
that certain someone
 in whose 
arms I lay when I heard the 
news of the World Trade Center 
and Pentagon. 
Safe, happy. 
I was asleep to 
the world. 
That event is etched into our 
minds, a part of 
who we are more 
than we admit 
to
 ourselves. 
Maybe I'm getting old, trying 
to hold onto the past or pinpoint 
when the loss 
of
 innocence 
occurred.
 
So many things changed 
when those 
hijackers  attacked 
our country. Who would have
 
thought President Bush 
would 
actually be killed a month later? 
Or
 that President Cheney 
would take the position, only
 to 
have a heart attack 
a month 
afterward?
 
We assumed we were invinci-
ble and 
that  the worst had 
already happened. 
If there's anything I've 
learned since that 
day,  it's that 
things can  always 
get  worse. 
For example, 
nationwide  elec-
tronic databases of facial 
struc-
tures. Thanks a lot, 
President 
Chelsea Clinton. 
Or, the massive 
problems  
caused by erecting a 
tiny,  grassy 
memorial where
 the World 
Trade Center towers
 existed. 
New  York 
hasn't  been 
the  
same since,
 because our 
country  
can't seem to 
gain  victory over
 
the  terrorist 
attacks by 
picking  
itself  back up and 
rebuilding its 
economy.
 
Negotiating 
with the 
Taliban  
only sealed
 Afghanistan's
 fate as 
a poor, desolate nation, but how 
could we have seen 
that 25 years 
ago? Hindsight is always a 
per-
fect, 20/20 vision. 
All the wisdom 
of 25 years 
hasn't changed much. 
The world 
is still an 
uncertain place. 
One aspect
 of our lives
 that 
won't change,
 is our memory 
of 
that  day. We 
won't  ever be able 
to shake it, always
 remembering 
where
 we were, what 
we were 
doing and who
 we were with.
 
It's become
 who 
we
 are as a 
nation, as a 
people. I guess
 all 
we 
can do now is 
own that, put 
it 
in 
the  past and 
make it 
part
 of 
our American
 history, 
of which 
we are proud. 
Emily 
B. Zurich is 
a Spartan 
Daily Senior 
Staff Writer 
and Copy 
Editor.  
'Quoth  
the 
Raven"  
appears
 
Tuesdays.  
Opinion page policies 
Readers are 
encouraged  to 
express themselves
 
on
 the 
Opinion page with a 
letter
 
to the
 editor. 
A letter to the 
editor  is a 200
-word  response
 to an 
issue
 or point of view 
that 
has 
appeared
 in the Spartan Daily.
 
Submissions 
become
 the property if 
the  Spartan 
Daily  and may
 be 
edited
 for 
clarity, grammar, 
libel
 and length Submissions
 
must contain the author's
 
name,  
address, phone 
number, signature and 
major.
 
Submissions  may be put in the Letters to the
 Editor box at the Spartan Daily 
Office in 
Dwight  
Bente!  Hall Room 
209, 
sent  by fax to 
(4(18)
 
924-3237.  
e-mail
 at 
sdaily@jmc.sjsu.cdu
 
or 'nailed 
to the Spartan Dail) 
Opinion  Editor. 
School  of
 
Jour-
nalism and Mass 
Communications.  San lose 
State University, One 
Washington  
Square, San Jose. ( A 
95192-01,19.
 
Editorials  are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily edi-
tors, not the staff. 
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of
 
the 
Spartan Daily. the School of- Journalism
 and Mass communications or SJSI I 
SAN
 
JOSE  
STATE 1 
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DANCE:
 
San Jose 
police
 used 
riot 
gear to 
control
 
crowd
 
A.S.:
 
Will have
 to pay for 30 years of 
rent  at the location 
 
continued
 
from
 
Page
 1 
people  
were
 just
 
standing  
there,
 
minding
 
their 
own 
business,
 
Myles  
said.
 
"There
 
were
 a 
lot of 
detain-
ments,
 
but
 no 
arrests were 
made,"  
Laws
 
said.
 
Mariaanatonia
 
Roche,  a 
junior 
majoring  
in 
advertising,
 
attended
 
the
 dance
 and 
said 
she 
felt  the 
police  
officers  
were 
not  
necessary.
 
"They
 over
 
exaggerated
 
with 
all the
 cops 
and it 
was a 
little too
 
extreme,"
 
Roche  said.
 "They
 had 
cops 
all over 
campus.
 They 
pushed 
everybody
 off and
 didn't 
let anyone
 to their 
cars. I 
thought  
it was 
ridiculous  
they
 had 
so
 
many
 cops 
on
 
campus."
 
If the 
extra  police 
officers 
weren't 
present  
things
 could 
have  
been 
worse, 
Laws 
said.  
"All it 
takes  is 30 to 
40 people 
out of 1,500
 to cause a 
lot of dam-
age," 
Laws 
said.  "If it 
was just 
UPD 
and Phi
 Beta 
Sigma,  
they
 
would 
have
 had 
to
 pull 
back."
 
In cases 
like this, 
it usually 
isn't 
college  students,
 but just
 
friends
 or people
 off of the 
street 
who get 
arrested,  Laws
 said. 
The use of 
riot  gear and a heli-
copter is 
standard 
procedure  of 
police 
departments,
 he said.
 
Some students
 in Joe West 
Hall were 
able to see the events
 
from  their
 rooms.
 
"I 
was sitting in 
my room 
watching  
TV when I saw the 
lights 
and we went 
out  to the win-
dow 
to get a better 
view,"  said 
James Eitel, a junior
 majoring in 
television,  radio, 
film
 and theater. 
Eitel  said he 
wasn't
 shocked by 
the 
events since he saw 
a similar 
event 
last year and 
thought
 the 
lice 
officers were necessary 
because
 anything can happen in 
that kind of 
event. 
Grant
 
Talarico,
 a 
junior
 
major-
ing 
in 
computer
 
science,
 said 
he 
was  a 
little  
surprised
 by 
what 
he 
saw. 
"I
 saw 
a 
helicopter
 in 
the  
sky
 
and 
I 
thought
 it 
was  
different
 
because
 this
 doesn't
 usually
 hap-
pen gri 
campus," 
he said. 
Thing.;  
didn't  get 
cleared 
up
 
until 
about  3 
a.m.,
 McBride 
said. 
Myles 
said
 he's not
 sure if 
his 
fraternity
 will put
 on an 
event 
next year. 
Laws said
 events 
such as 
this 
have 
occurred  on 
other 
campuses,  
but it was
 worse 
at
 Berkeley 
last 
year because
 there 
were more 
businesses
 near 
campus 
that 
were 
attacked.  
Myles, 
though,
 said 
he doesn't 
believe
 this was 
as bad. 
"Our
 campus 
has  never 
been
 
like Berkeley," 
Myles  said. "And 
we
 never will be." 
SAFETY:
 Students 
should
 heed 
warning
 signs 
around  site 
 
continued 
from
 Page 1 
the signs. They 
laugh his warn-
ings off 
and think that they're 
walk
 through because there is no immortal, he said.
 
sidewalk available. Heinrich 
points out that the 
"There's a 
lot of concern there people who are working on the 
because if they get into the con- site are experienced and trained 
struction area, we have limited to be aware of the different con -
control of the exposure to them," struction work that
 is done 
Merritt said, around them. The
 danger is that 
Merritt said the best thing to pedestrians 
are not accustomed 
do is for people to be aware 
of the to lookout for the potential dan-
dangers involved in 
crossing gers. 
through the area for 
their  own On a daily basis, there are 
safety and their own life, beams being 
lifted by a crane up 
"If one of those (metal) beams
 to eight stories high, welding with 
roll off the truck - and we've had
 sparks flying about and debris 
that happen
 already once - falling from 
metal being cut to 
that's pretty 
sure death," he said, 
size, he said. 
Heinrich said 
that
 it is unfor- Merritt said pieces of steel 
tunate
 that people would rather 
wedges  fell from one of the floors 
risk their lives than either walk 
and almost hit a construction 
on the opposite side 
of
 the street worker who was working
 on the 
or use the temporary 
sidewalk  to ground level on 
Monday.
 
be safe.
 
Dan Johnson said the campus 
Some students
 are equally con- community needs to understand 
cerned  about the well-being
 of that it is not just in the best 
those 
who  do not pay attention to interest of its 
safety,  but that 
the signs posted along 
the out- trespassing also "jeopardizes the 
skirts of the site. 
University's  capacity to do busi-
"They should not go through ness." 
the area," said Judy Derama, a In the event someone gets 
freshman art major. "Don't get injured, the 
incident would go 
yourself killed, just 
go to class." against the construction compa-
Tony Rosales, a junior 
mechan-
 ny's safety record. This would pre-
ical engineering major, agreed vent them from working for the 
that people should stay out, but University  because of the strict 
said that people will not learn criteria that is used in contracting 
their lesson until someone is a company to do a job, Johnson 
injured or hurt. said. 
Merritt said he tries to ask Lt. Lowe said the area is not 
people not to enter the 
zone,  but public property for students and 
the general response is to 
ignore  faculty to roam as they please. 
It (the 
construction  area) 
belongs to the 
contractors who 
are handling the 
construction," he 
said. 
Merritt  noted there might
 be a 
few people who walk 
through 
because 
of their curiosity in 
want-
ing to know 
how the project is 
advancing. 
If this is the 
case,  he said he 
has no problem with people mak-
ing an appointment and taking 
them on a guided tour wearing a 
hardhat and safety goggles.
 
Students interested in taking a 
tour should contact Art Heinrich 
at (408) 924-1980. 
Construction Update 
The Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
Joint Library, the $107 million 
project, is on schedule for comple-
tion for Fall 2003, said facilities 
development
 and operations offi-
cials. 
According to Heinrich, the pro-
ject is currently 20 percent com-
plete and 41 percent 
of
 the steel 
frame is up.  
The current metal structure 
that is in place is the south side of 
the library with all eight floors 
elevated. 
"They'll just 
back the crane up 
and start putting up the beams 
for the north side," he said. 
All of the steel should be in 
place by the end of December. In 
January, 
the pre -cast concrete 
walls are scheduled
 to be welded 
and bolted to the 
frame. 
 
continued
 
from
 
Page  
I 
"We
 haven't
 planned
 it 
for  
anything
 
else 
and it will 
be
 very 
expensive.
 
We
 must
 be 
timely  
in 
our
 
consideration
 of the fact that 
this
 is 
almost  
a 
completed
 
pro-
ject,"  
he 
said.
 
According
 to the 
agenda, the
 
topic 
was  a 
"discussion  
item" and
 
therefore,
 subject
 to 
debate 
among  
members.
 A.S. 
vice presi-
dent Akbar
 Shetty 
and  Tsai 
both  
left
 
their
 positions
 at the board of 
director's 
desk, and 
sat in 
the  
audience
 until they
 were allowed
 
to 
talk
 as 
students.
 
Shetty 
addressed
 the board as 
the president 
of
 the Inter Resi-
dence 
Hall  Association
 and 
said
 
students 
who live on 
campus  will 
need 
the use of a 
24 -hour com-
puter lab. He 
also said the 
Stu-
dent Union 
is at the center of 
campus and
 is easily accessible 
and  highly visible
 to students. 
Mary Jo 
Gorney-Moreno, 
interim associate
 vice president 
at the 
university,  said there were 
three new 
computer  labs on cam-
pus that have 
opened up recent-
ly. They are located in Washing-
ton Square Hall, Sweeney Hall 
and MacQuarrie Hall. Each is 
open to all 
students  five days a 
week. She also said that four 
other computer labs are sched-
uled to be open within the semes-
ter, including a 100 -station lab in 
Clark  Library.
 
She said not many students 
visit the new labs and that she 
didn't know of the 
perceived
 need 
of the labs. 
At the AS. meeting, the possi-
bility of the 
Student Union 
becoming a 24 -hour computer lab 
was also 
raised. It was never 
fully determined in 
the meeting 
what 
the outcome of the office 
space would be used 
for.
 
The 
argument  against 
making  
the A.S. offices into 
a computer 
lab and moving its 
offices
 to the 
Scheller House 
was that the 
house could be 
used  instead as a 
meeting place for different
 on -
campus clubs and that
 the bot-
torn floor could be used as an 
access place for laptop comput-
ers, Martinez said. 
Time for the arguments at the 
meeting were extended three 
times.
 The meeting ended 
approximately 45 minutes later 
than originally intended, with 
the outcome of the discussion 
being no clear 
consensus on how 
to use
 the A.S. offices in the Stu-
dent Union and the Scheller 
House. 
A decision was made the
 next 
day, however, at the Student 
Union board meeting when 
board members decided in a 6-1-
1 vote that A.S. will be 
allowed  to 
construct and use the govern-
ment space. The amendment 
stated that the student govern-
ment will incur additional cost 
and will reimburse the Student 
Union for utilities, which include 
lights, power and a new air con-
ditioning unit that will be 
installed to compensate
 for the 
heat generated 
by
 the computers. 
Because of 
contract  negotia-
tions and the lease agreement, 
A.S. must be granted approval to 
use the designated space for non-
governmental business. Since 
the use will be transferred from 
its status as a non-profit student 
government office to a commer-
cial 
space, A.S. will have to pay 
for 
it. 
This is in addition to rent A.S. 
will need to pay for the proposed 
move into the Scheller House. 
A.S. must pay rent to 
the  univer-
sity, which, in turn, pays to the 
state because the historic house  
and the land on 
which it sits is 
state property. 
According to A.S. controller, 
Julie Perriera-Rieken, A.S.
 will 
pay 30 years of rent in advance, 
at the current property value. 
Currently, the 
space that A.S. 
occupies in the Student Union is 
given to the organization rent-
free and at no charge for utilities, 
because it is a government space, 
but the additional 
charges
 could 
be staggering. 
Perriera-Rieken said 
A.S.
 did 
not budget 
for additional costs 
and 
wasn't aware that the 
prices  
would be so high.
 She said A.S. 
hasn't paid for the 
space  for 30 
years. 
The standard rate
 for rent 
that the Student Union
 charges 
is 
approximately
 $1.84 per 
square  foot, 
according
 to Terry 
Gregory,  the Student 
Union man-
ager. 
The  space 
that
 would 
become  
the computer 
lab is approximate-
ly 3,000
 square 
feet,  
Perriera-
Rieken 
said, which 
would  make 
the 
rent
 per month
 roughly 
$5,500.  This 
estimate  does 
not 
include 
utilities
 and 
janitorial  
costs. 
Since  A.S. has 
chosen to 
move  
and use the space 
for a computer 
lab, it will be 
charged
 rent, utili-
ties, extra 
air-conditioning
 to 
compensate for the 
computers
 in 
the room as well as any 
addition-
al costs that
 are incurred 
by
 
other needs, 
Gregory  said. 
"With  this 
information, I 
think it needs to 
be put back to 
the board and the
 board needs to 
decide if it is in the 
best interests 
of the students to 
pay,"  Perriera-
Rieken said. 
Denise Olenak, a 
member  on 
the Student 
Union Board of 
Directors, said 
the fact that A.S. 
will be 
paying  rent is good for the 
Student Union. She
 said the Stu-
dent Union has not 
raised its 
fees
 in 10 years, even 
though
 it 
has offered 
more
 services every 
year. 
"They have even had to let 
some employees 
go in an effort to 
streamline and fit into a 
more 
efficient model
 to maintain the 
MURAL: There was more interest when walls were blank 
 continued 
from Page I 
group. 
"It would be cool
 to add this 
for a class 
project,"  she added. 
Milnes said that 
it would be 
possible for professors to have 
the mural as a class project,
 but 
none have expressed any interest 
to 
him. 
To boost the number of appli-
cants, Milnes said he would 
make 
announcements at art 
classes and would remind the 
faculty
 about the project. 
Although there is an applica-
tion 
process,  he said the mural 
committee has yet to reject any-
one. 
According to the application, 
priority will first be given to art 
and design students 
and faculty, 
second to San Jose State Univer-
sity student organizations, third 
to SJSU students and faculty 
and finally to San Jose groups 
and  organizations. 
The college of art and design 
is still accepting applications. 
They can be picked up at room 
p116 in the
 Art building. For 
more information
 
call I 
tOR t 
92i-
4320. 
Associated
 
Students
 
Of
 
San  
Jose
 
State
 
University
 
7q 
Vargas
 and 
Company
 
re.i,tred
 
public accountants 
INDEPENDENT
 
AUDITORS'
 
REPORT  
ON 
THE
 
FINANCIAL
 
STATEMENTS
 
AND 
SUPPLEMENTARY  
INFORMATION
 
To the
 Board
 of 
Directors
 of 
Associated
 
Students,
 Inc.
 San Jose 
State
 University 
San  
Jose,
 
California
 
We have 
audited
 
the 
accompanying
 statement of financial
 position
 of 
Associated
 
Students,
 Inc.
 San 
Jose 
State 
University,
 (a 
California  State 
University
 
Auxiliary  
Organization)
 as 
of 
June
 
30, 
2001,  
and 
the 
related  
statement
 
of
 
activities,
 and cash
 flows for the 
year  then 
ended.
 
These
 
financial
 statements
 
arc 
the 
responsibility
 of Associated
 Students, Inc San lose 
State  
University's
 
management.
 
Out  
responsibility
 
is to 
CAlliCSS
 all opinion on these
 financial 
statements
 
based  
on
 our
 
audit.
 The
 
financial
 
statements
 
of 
AMU:I:fled
 Students, Inc. 
San Jose State University
 
as
 
of
 
June
 
30, 
2000,
 
were
 
audited 
by 
other  
Auddoi
 s whose 
report dated 
August
 22, 
2000 expressed  
an 
unqualified
 
opinion
 on 
thosc  
statement
 
s. 
We 
conducted
 
our 
audit
 in 
accordance  with aud  g 
standards
 
generally
 
accepted
 
in 
the 
United  
States
 of 
America
 
and 
the 
standards  
applicable
 to 
financial
 
audits
 
contained
 in 
Government
 
Auditing  
Standards,
 
issued
 
by 
the
 Comptroller 
General of the 
United  
States,
 and 
those 
specified
 in 
the 
Audit 
Guide
 for
 
Audit
 
of
 
Child  
Development
 
and  Nutrition
 Programs
 issued 
by 
the 
California
 
Department
 
of 
Education
 
'1 
hose
 
standards  require 
that  
we
 plan and 
perform
 
the 
audit  
to 
obtain  
reasonable
 
assurance
 about 
whether  
the financial
 statements arc free of material
 
misstatement.
 An 
audit
 
includes
 
examining,
 
on
 
a 
lest
 
basis,
 evidence supporting the amounts
 and 
disclosures
 
in 
the 
financial
 
statements.
 An 
audit
 
also 
includes
 assessing the 
accounting
 
principles
 
used
 
and 
significant
 
estimates
 
made
 
by
 
management,
 
as 
well  as evaluating the overall  financial  
statement
 
presentation.
 
We 
believe  
that
 our 
audit
 
provides
 
a reasonable
 basis for our opinion. 
In 
our  
opinion,
 
the 
financial
 
statements
 relened to above 
present
 
fairly, in all 
material
 
respects,
 
the
 
financial
 
position
 
nithe 
Associated
 Students, Inc. San Jose 
State  
University
 as 
of
 
June
 30,
 2001,
 
and  
the 
changes
 
in 
its 
fund 
balances and its cash 
flows  for 
the
 
year
 
then 
ended
 
in 
confomiity
 
with  
accounting
 
principles
 
generally
 
accepted in the United 
States of 
America.
 
In 
accordance
 
with
 
Government
 Auditing Standards,  we have 
also  
issued
 
our  
report
 
dated  
August
 22, 
2001 on 
our  
consideration
 
of
 the 
Associated 
Students, Inc. Sall 
Jose
 State
 
University's
 
internal  
control
 
over  
financial   
reporting and our test
 of its compliance
 
with
 
certain
 
provisions
 
of 
laws, 
regulations,
 
contacts,
 and
 
grants.  That report is 
an integral part 
of
 an 
audit  
performed
 
in 
accordance
 
with 
Government
 
Auditing
 Standards
 and should be read 
in 
conjunction
 
with
 
this
 
report
 
iti 
considering
 
the  
results  of OUP 
audit.  
The 
supplemental
 
schedules
 on pages
 15 to 21 are 
presented
 for purposes of 
additional
 analysis
 
and  
arc not
 a 
required
 
part  of the 
basic financial
 
statements.
 The accompanying 
child  
development
 
program
 
supplementary
 information
 on 
pages  22 to 
35 
are 
presented
 
for purposes of 
additional
 
analysis  
as 
required  
by the
 Audit 
Guide  for Audit of Child 
Development  
and 
Nutrition
 
Programs
 
issued
 
by
 
the  
California
 
Department
 of 
Education
 and is not a required pant 
of
 the 
basic  
fuuincial
 
statements.
 
Such  
infonnation
 has been
 
subjected
 to the auditing 
procedures 
applied  in 
the 
audit  of 
the 
basic
 
financial
 
statements
 
and.
 in our
 
opinion,  are fairly 
stated 
in  all material 
respects,  
in relation 
to 
the basic
 
financial
 
statements
 taken
 as a 
whole. 
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Rapist
 refuses
 
outreach
 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  A 
convicted rapist, poised 
to 
become the state's first
 sex 
predator to 
successfully  complete 
a treatment
 program and get 
released,  refused Monday to sign
 
a court -ordered 
outpatient treat-
ment plan. 
A Mann County Superior 
Court judge ruled
 in August that 
Patrick 
Ghilotti,  45, was 
ready  
for community release. But 
Ghilotti, who could 
be released 
with few limitations in Decem-
ber, objected to the 
strict  terms 
that would control his life. 
Ghilotti has maintained
 that 
he wants the support
 of a manda-
tory
 treatment program to help 
him
 stay out of trouble, but he 
believes  the proposal was
 exces-
sive. 
His 
lawyer,
 Ed Farrell, 
said a 
proposed Internet
 ban was "the 
straw that broke 
the  camel's 
back" for Ghilotti, who had hoped 
to earn a living working 
with  
computers.
 
Ghilotti,  convicted of raping 
four
 
Mann County women, has 
admitted to 
raping  at least six 
others and 
has spent half his life 
behind
 bars. 
He first
 received sex 
offender  
treatment
 at 
Atascadero
 State 
Hospital from 
1979 to 1982. He 
was 
sent back in 
1997
 under the 
tougher
 sexually 
violent
 predator 
law, which 
enables  the state Men-
tal  Health 
Department
 to recom-
mit offenders
 every two years 
until 
they're no longer
 deemed a 
threat. 
He has since become one of 
just two men who
 have reached 
the top 
level  of the hospital's 
treatment
 program. And at least 
six clinicians testified that he's 
ready for community
 release. 
While 
Ghilotti agreed to most 
of the proposal, including con-
stant Global 
Positioning  System 
surveillance, counseling, random 
drug and alcohol testing, a daily 
curfew and other restrictions, his 
lawyer said 
Ghilotti thought 
some 
restrictions  went 
too far. 
In addition to the 
Internet 
ban, Ghilotti 
also objected to 
restricted visits
 with his wife and
 
the length
 of a daily 
curfew  that 
would
 keep him 
indoors from
 6 
p.m. to 6 a.m. 
He said 
Ghilotti 
thought  a 
complete
 ban on 
using  the Inter-
net 
was 
unreasonable.  
Farrell  
said 
Ghilotti  had 
proposed 
installing
 software
 that 
would  
prevent  him 
from accessing
 
objectionable
 material
 and had 
suggested  constant
 supervision.
 
"The
 limit was 
reached.  He 
was 
willing to 
accommodate  on 
virtually 
everything  else, 
even 
though 
some of those things
 were 
more 
than what would
 be consid-
ered reasonable,"
 Farrell said. 
"It  
was 
a particularly difficult deci-
sion."
 
Ghilotti is due for his two-year 
recommitment in 
December.
 Two 
evaluators must 
independently 
examine  Ghilotti and decide 
whether  he's  still mentally 
impaired and a threat to 
society.  
Farrell
 said one evaluation has 
been completed and that doctor 
says 
Ghilotti  is no longer danger-
ous. 
A call to Atascadero seeking 
comment was not immediately 
returned.
 
If Ghilotti avoids recommit-
ment in December, he would 
be 
released  free and clear, subject 
only to regular parole terms such 
as no voting and no weapons. He 
also 
would  be required to register 
with local law enforcement as a 
sex offender. 
Prosecutor Alan Charmatz 
said he was frustrated by Mon-
day's developments. 
"We were spinning our wheels 
and I don't know whether he was 
ever going
 to do this thing," he 
said. "His lack of willingness to go 
along 
with  this may be an indica-
tion he's not prepared to go out 
and not
 reoffend." 
Terrorism -related 
books fly off shelves 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)
  Less Fundamentalism" by 
Pakistani 
than 24 hours after hijacked 
jet- author Ahmed Rashid, and 
Larry 
liners  crashed into the World Goodson's
 "Afghanistan's Endless 
Trade Center and the Pentagon, 
War: State Failure, Regional Pol-
book
 orders at Northeastern Uni- itics and 
the Rise of the Taliban." 
versity Press started pouring in. 
Northeastern 
University
 Press 
The  Boston -based press, which  
which  has sold 4,000 copies of 
publishes
 a book on terrorism "The
 New Jackals" since 1999  
called "The New Jackals," is 
one  rush ordered 35,000 copies to keep 
of several publishers, 
booksellers  up with demand and 
may  need to 
and libraries struggling to keep 
order more, said Jill Bahcall, asso-
up with a spike in demand for
 ciate director of the press. 
books on terrorism,
 Islam and Two days 
after the attacks, the 
the Middle East. 
volume was No. 3 
on 
"Sales out of the Middle 
East  Amazon.com's 
best-seller
 list, 
section have quadrupled,"
 said Bahcall said. 
Anne 
Smith,
 CEO for operations at 
Yale University Press,
 which 
Powell's  City of Books in 
Portland.
 publishes "Taliban,"
 has been 
Along
 with "The New Jackals," 
swamped  with orders and media 
by Simon 
Reeve, the most requests
 to interview the book's 
sought-after titles include 
"Tal- author, said 
spokeswoman  
ihan. 
Militant  Islam, Oil 
and Heather 
D'Auria.  
NEWS
 
SoFA:
 
Festival
 
ends
 
 
continued
 from Page I 
Myles said. 
Private 
security  hired to watch the 
dance was 
cancelled  at the last minute, so 
the city police had to be 
called  in, 
McBride said. 
The UPD informed the San Jose Police 
Department that the dance
 was being 
held ahead of time,
 so  they were on stand-
by, said Sgt. John Laws 
of the UPD. 
Myles 
said
 he didn't believe the San 
Jose Police Department had
 to be there 
and that the UPD and the 
fraternity  had 
things under 
control,  he said. 
A 
couple of bottles where 
thrown, but 
the majority of the people
 were just 
standing there, minding
 their own busi-
ness, Myles said. 
"There  were a 
lot  of detainments,
 but 
no arrests were 
made," Laws said.
 
Mariaanatonia
 Roche, a junior
 major-
ing in 
advertising,  
attended
 the dance
 
and said she felt the 
police  officers were 
not necessary. 
"They over 
exaggerated  with
 all the 
cops
 and it was a 
little too extreme,"
 
Roche said. "They
 had cops all 
over  cam-
pus.
 They pushed 
everybody  off and 
did-
n't let anyone to their
 cars. I thought 
it
 
was ridiculous 
they  had so 
many
 cops on 
campus." 
If
 the extra police
 officers 
weren't
 pre-
sent things could 
have been worse,
 Laws 
said. 
"All it takes is 30 
to 40 people out 
of
 
1,500 to cause 
a lot of damage,"
 Laws 
said. "If it 
was  just UPD and
 Phi Beta 
Sigma,
 they would have had 
to pull back." 
In cases like this, it 
usually
 isn't col-
lege
 students, but just 
friends  or people 
off of 
the street who get 
arrested, Laws 
said.  
The use of riot 
gear
 and a helicopter is 
standard 
procedure
 of police 
depart-
ments, he 
said. 
Some
 students in Joe 
West Hall were 
able to 
see  the events from 
their rooms. 
"I 
was  sitting in my 
room
 watching TV 
when I saw 
the  lights and 
we
 went out to 
the window to 
get a better 
view," said 
James
 Eitel, a 
junior
 majoring 
in televi-
sion, 
radio, film and
 theater. 
Eitel 
said
 he wasn't 
shocked  by the 
events since
 he saw a 
similar event 
last 
year and thought
 the police 
officers
 were 
necessary
 because 
anything can 
happen 
in that kind of event. 
Grant
 Talarico, a 
junior majoring
 in 
computer 
science,  said he was
 a little sur-
prised by 
what he saw. 
"I saw a 
helicopter in the
 sky and I 
thought it was 
different because
 this 
doesn't 
usually  happen 
on
 campus," he 
said. 
Things didn't 
get cleared 
up
 until 
about 3 a.m.,
 McBride said. 
Myles said 
he's not sure if his 
fraterni-
ty will put
 on an event next year.
 
Laws 
said  events such as this 
have 
occurred on other
 campuses, but it 
was  
worse at Berkeley 
last year because 
there 
were 
more businesses near 
campus that 
were 
attacked.  
Myles,  though, said 
he
 doesn't believe 
this was 
as bad. 
"Our campus has 
never  been like 
Berkeley,"  Myles said. 
"And
 we never will 
be." 
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SAN  
JOSE
 STATE
 
UNIVERSITY
 - 
SPARTAN
 
DAIL
 1. 
Left:  
Matt  
Riddle,
 
from  
No 
Use 
For 
A 
Name,
 
plays
 
bass  
during 
the 
band's
 set 
at 
the  
SOFA
 
Street 
Fair on 
Sunday.
 No 
Use 
For
 A 
Name 
played 
on 
the 
Zero 
Magazine  
stage.
 
Below:  
Mark  
Gattey
 of 
Santa  
Cruz  
dances
 to the
 
music  of 
Moonlife 
at Sun-
day's  
SoFA  
Street  
Fair.  
The  
fair 
was  the 
10th  and 
final 
of its kind 
in downtown
 San 
Jose.  
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Ben Liebenberg
 Daily Siaff 
Spartan and Anteater players fight for 
possession  of the ball Sunday. San Jose State beat UC Irvine 
I at Spartan Stadium,
 when Richard Halvorsen headed the
 ball into the net. 
Men's  team
 focus
 of 
Shots  on 
Goal 
By 
Joannie  
Sevilla  
DAII 
1 SENIOR
 
51AI 
WRI II R 
On 
Thursday, the 
San Jose 
State University 
men's soccer 
team lost to 
the University of San 
Francisco Dons 5-2. 
About
 463 fans 
were
 in atten-
dance at the 30,456 -seat 
stadium. 
At the 10
-minute halftime,
 the 
men's soccer team 
alumni from 
SJSU were 
introduced  on the 
field, including ex
-coach  Julius 
Menendez
 ('54 to '89) and top scor-
er Ismael
 Perez who holds the 
Spartan career record for
 75 goals 
for his whole career (15 to '78). 
Spartans' head coach Gary St. 
Clair said the 
Spartans' defense 
was lacking two of three players. 
"Two
 of our starting backs are 
out due to injuries," St. Clair 
said, 
"so we're struggling 
right  now. We 
just can't keep giving away goals." 
Dons' coach Eric Visser said he 
was ecstatic about their victory 
against the Spartans.
 
"San Jose State has been 
such 
a powerhouse," Visser said. "This  
is truly a victory for
 us. This is a 
very young team, but they are 
maturing 
very  rapidly. With a 
score like 5-2, you can't
 be any-
thing but happy." 
Forward
 Josh 
Hansen
 scored 
the first goal of 
the game for the 
Dons,  and was the only 
player to 
score another 
goal in the second 
half of the game. 
With 10 minutes 
left in the first 
half,
 Ben Stuart of the 
Dons  head-
ed a corner kick
 goal assisted by 
10 
oam, 
/Sho(s  
on 
Stian Hasle. 
The two goals 
scored by the 
Spartans were by Fausto Villegas 
and Lars Lyssand. 
Lyssand 
and  Daniel Castillo 
assisted on Villegas' first goal for 
the Spartans, which came 
at the 
49th 
minute. 
Lyssand  scored the second goal 
for the Spartans with 10 minutes 
left in the game and was assisted 
by Sven Juhlin. 
Lyssand's
 goal brought the fans 
back to life even though there 
wasn't enough time to catch up to 
the Dons. 
A family thing 
The Spartan soccer team spirit 
is 
all in the family 
with  the St. 
Clair 
brothers.  
Gary 
St. Clair is the current 
coach  of the 
men's
 soccer team 
49ers
 show 
Jets 
how 
to play
 
EAST 
RUTHERFORD,  
N.J.  Barlow 
and veteran  
Garrison 
(AP)
  Efficiency 
overcame emo- 
Hearst. 
tion 
Monday  night 
as
 the San 
Barlow gained 
83 yards on just
 
Francisco
 49ers beat
 the Jets 19- 
nine rushes and
 Hearst had 
95
 on 
17 in New 
York's first 
home
 game 29 
attempts against
 New York's 
since the terrorist
 attacks. 
soft 
defensive scheme. Both had 
After 
a moving tribute
 to the just 58 
yards coming into 
the game. 
rescue  workers at 
the World Trade 
When Jeff 
Garcia  needed to 
hit  
Center 
10
 miles from Giants
 Sta- a pass, he 
was on target, 
finishing
 
dium, 
the  Jets (1-2) 
sputtered  16 -for-20 
for 141 yards, 
including
 a 
offensively and 
were sloppy with 
6 -yard TD throw
 to Terrell 
Owens.
 
their 
tackling. 
Jose Cortez kicked 
four field 
Meanwhile,  the 49ers 
(2-1) 
die-
 goals and
 the 49ers throttled
 New 
played
 the proper 
way to run a 
York's 
unimaginative
 offense 
in 
clock -eating 
offense, rushing
 for beating 
the Jets on 
the  road for 
233 yards 
behind  rookie 
Kevin  the fifth 
straight time. 
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who played from '70 to '74, 
Michael St. Clair is the Spartan 
soccer announcer who played from 
'75 to '76, Richard St. Clair 
played 
from'73 to '74 and Jim St. Clair 
played '68 to '69. 
Injuries and 
schedule  
Several Spartan players are out 
recovering from injuries: Captain 
Gonzalo Guerra has a dislocated 
patella and defenseman Rawlston 
Masaniai 
has a hip flexor injury. 
Goalkeeper Gilbert Vega and 
midfielder Francisco Martinez 
both have
 knee injuries. 
The Spartans
 are slated to play 
at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday against 
Bay Area rival 
Stanford. The two 
previous games with Stanford 
resulted in ties. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 
2001
 
SJSU 
bides
 time, wins 
Spartans
 score the
 
game
-winning
 
goal  
with 10 
minutes
 left 
against
 UC Irvine 
By Clarissa 
Aljentera 
DAILY SENIOR 
STAFF WRI II 
The 
Spartans
 needed to put 
the  heat on the University of 
California Irvine to get ahead 2-
1 Sunday at 
Spartan
 Stadium. 
With a little more
 than 10 
minutes
 to play in the game, the 
Spartans' motor was revved up 
and the engine was ready. 
Richard Halvorsen scored the 
game -winning goal when he 
headed 
in
 a lofty corner kick 
from Lars Lyssand. 
Set in front of the net, 
Halvorsen hit the ball past 
Anteater goalie C.J. Cooper. 
"It was a solid hit and 
I got it 
in the middle," Halvorsen said. 
The
 play was one the Spar-
tans have worked oil 
during  ear-
lier practices. 
Lyssand, who has notched 
eight goals this season, had an 
assist and a goal in the
 win. 
"It seems that 
it takes a 
while to get running," Lyssand 
said. "We got to start coming up 
in 
the  first five minutes." 
The Anteaters got ahead in 
the 24th minute when Travis 
Cutler put his head on the ball. 
Spartan goalie Eddie 
Dominguez was injured on the 
Irvine goal and back-up Daniel 
Benton came in to play the 
remainder of the game. 
Dominguez had two saves
 
and 
Benton
 caught three. 
Cooper had one save. 
The Spartans tied the game 
in 
the 24th minute when Daniel 
Castillo found Lyssand in front 
of the 
net. 
Spartan coach Gary
 St. Clair 
said the Spartans
 have had 
problems controlling
 the ball 
and giving it away in previous 
games.
 
Sunday's game,  he 
said, was 
no 
different.  
St. Clair 
said  SJSU tried 
to 
hold the ball in the 
backfield 
and attempted
 to control 
the  
game. 
"They  stopped 
running
 and 
we were able
 to get into 
the 
game,"  St. 
Clair
 said. "We 
want-
ed to play a bit 
more."  
Irvine 
out  shot the 
Spartans 
9-5, but
 couldn't 
suppress  
SJSU's 
offense  in the 
second 
half. 
The Anteaters 
and  the Spar-
tans took three 
shots apiece in 
the 
second  half. 
But the Spartans
 lack of con-
trol wasn't the 
main  focus for 
the team. 
"The 
biggest need 
is
 to get 
people
 healthy," St. 
Clair  said. 
Two
 Spartan starting 
defend-
ers, 
captain  Gonzalo Guerra and 
Rawlston
 Masaniai, sat 
on
 the 
bench during 
Sunday's  game. 
They may 
start  against Stan-
ford on Thursday.
 
Starting goalie Gilbert Vega 
was also on the bench because of 
tendonitis. 
New  
Spartans  
serve 
up wins
 
DAILY STAFF REPORT 
Noelle Lee, a 
freshman  tennis 
player competing for 
the  first time 
as a Spartan, advanced all the 
way to the quarterfinal round 
action at the Fresno State Univer-
sity  Invitational held Friday 
through Sunday. 
Lee won a pair of straight -set 
matches Friday, defeating Kelly 
Chan of Long Beach State Univer-
sity and 
Laila  Kim of California 
State University Sacramento. 
The freshman went on to beat 
Ewa Grusieka of Fresno, but lost 
her next match against Chloe Car-
lotti of Fresno, 6-3, 6-1. 
Lee  also teamed up with 
another new Spartan, Ana Lukn-
er to reach the third round
 of the 
doubles competition. The duo lost 
by a score of 8-5 to the University 
of California's 
Christina Fusano 
and Nicole Havlicek. Before their 
loss, Lee and Lukner beat duos 
from 
Sacramento  and Santa 
Clara University.  
David
 
R.. ':ti 
Ana Lukner returns a ball during 
a tennis practice at south campus 
Thursday. Lukner, 
along  with partner Noelle Lee, competed in doubles 
matches in the 
Fresno  State 
University
 
Invitational  last weekend. 
Raiders' Armstrong is out for the season 
ALAMEDA, Cala: (AP)  
Oakland 
Raiders
 defensive end 
Trace  Armstrong will have sur-
gery to repair a ruptured 
Achilles' tendon and will miss 
the rest of the season. 
Armstrong injured his right 
Achilles' tendon in the 
fourth 
quarter of 
Sunday's  38-14 victory rusher, but as a team captain 
over the Seattle Seahawks. and a very inspiring 
player,"
 
Raiders coach Jon Gruden 
Gruden said. "We'll miss him." 
said the 35 -year-old pass -rush Armstrong, a 13 -year veteran, 
specialist would undergo 
surgery signed with the Raiders as a free 
in the next few days. agent in the offseason after get -
"It's a great loss to our football ting a career-best 16.5 sacks with 
team, not only as a premier pass the Miami Dolphins last season. 
Keep
 up with your campus. Check 
out  www.thespartandaily.com 
Tired of arriving to campus 
early to look for parking? 
Save
 your 
energy
 
for  
class
 and
 ride VIA 
to SJSU. 
AV.°.  
TA. 
Valley  
Transportation
 
Authority
 
Part 4 
every trip 
we
 take 
Avoid the 
parking hassle by taking 
advantage of your
 Transit 
Access  
Pass.  
It's valid on all VTA Light Rail, Bus and 
eligible Paratransit
 services. 
Not
 sure how to ride VTA to SJSU? 
Contact 
the A.S. Transportation  Solutions
 
Program for a trip plan,  they're located
 in 
the A.S. Business office.
 You can 
also visit
 
them online 
at
 as.sjsu.edu/tsp
 
or call 
(408)
 924 -RIDE. 
VIA Service 
Information: 
24 
hour  
telephone  information 
(408)
 
321-2300  
Hearing
 Impaired 
(IDD 
only)  
(408) 
321-2330  
www.vta.org
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The 
Pledge of 
Allegiance 
tour hits 
San Jose with an 
onslaught  of fire and 
music 
By Todd
 Hendry 
DAILY 
STAFF 
WRITER
 
"Welcome to the Pledge of 
Allegiance 
Tour,"  said front -
man Corey of Slipknot. "No 
matter what's happening 
around the world, you are
 
ordered to have a good time." 
Fans such as 17 -year-old 
Matt Daly, did just that. 
Daly said he experienced 
an adrenaline
 rush and had 
a lot of bumps on his head 
from 
people crowd surfing 
over him at 
the concert. 
"A lot of my friends said it 
would be an amazing experi-
ence, they didn't lie," Daly 
said. 
Protesters and concertgo-
ers exchanged words outside 
the venue. 
The 
Protesters
 said Slip-
knot were wicked and 
con-
certgoers should leave and 
realize that 
the band was 
against the word of God. 
Inside the concert, howev-
er, fans ignored their mes-
sage and enjoyed
 the music 
of Slipknot, System of a 
Down, Rammstein,
 Mud-
vayne and No One. 
The Compaq Center was 
filled Friday night
 with 
pierced body parts, dyed hair, 
make-up wearing fans 
of
 
Slipknot, System
 of a Down 
and 
Mudvayne.  
Rammstein,  System of a 
Down and 
Slipknot  each had 
something unique 
in their  
sets. 
According to 
Slipknot's 
main 
drummer  Joey, all of 
the bands 
that played are 
talented. 
"Everyone is pretty 
much  
 
The 
scene 
changed as both 
sides of the 
stage were 
decorated 
with  
a 666 made 
out 
of wood that 
had red lights
 
and a 
pentagram in 
black
 to 
represent  
the 
devil.   
of a headlining 
band," he 
said.  
Rammstein
 played a set 
that ended with a huge 
explosion, 
as one member set 
himself on fire. 
Rhonda Miller, 34, said 
she 
found it entertaining. 
"It rocks, dude set himself 
on fire."
 Miller said. "It was 
like a personal outlet." 
A huge movie screen was 
behind the band showing 
fast 
swing  dancing in black 
and white to pictures of 
Charles Manson. 
System of a Down took the 
stage after Rammestein. 
They had the crowd jump-
ing, 
bobbing their heads, 
screaming and singing along 
when the band played its 
current
 hit single, "Chop 
%RTS 
TERTAINMENT
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.laShong King Daily Ste 
Slipknot plays at the
 Compaq Center at San Jose. The 
band headlined for the Pledge of 
Allegiance  tour, which included four 
other  bands. 
Suey!"
 
At 
times,
 System of 
a 
Down 
lead  singer, 
Serj 
Tankian 
would  display 
a 
melodic voice,
 then would 
change to screaming 
like a 
psycho. 
System of a 
Down mostly 
played new 
material from 
the album 
"Toxicity,"  which 
had fans raising their fists, 
giving middle 
fingers and 
having mosh pits with more 
than a hundred 
people. 
After System of a Down 
finished their set, fans eager-
ly waited for Slipknot to take 
the 
stage. 
The scene changed as both 
sides of the 
stage  were deco-
rated with a 666 made out of 
wood 
that
 had red lights and 
a pentagram in black to rep-
resent the devil. 
Fires 
on ground level of a 
mosh pit, bomb-like 
explosions, 
lighted 666 signs 
and nine 
members dressed in masks for 
a Halloween event 
and jump 
suits 
are what Slipknot gave 
the crowd of about 
15,000.  
Slipknot jumped around 
the stage and explosions had 
fans jumping out of their 
seats.
 
However, 
Slipknot's
 lead 
drummer, Joey, displayed 
one of the most entertaining 
and creative 
displays  of tal-
ent. 
Joey played a drum 
solo
 
while his drum set was 
raised about 10 feet from
 the 
ground and was slowly 
turned 90 degrees down-
ward, so the drummer was 
playing while facing 
the 
ground. 
The crowd 
went  crazy. 
"Bad ass, that was some 
original stuff for sure, nice 
touch," said Lyle Arnold, 24 
in his reaction to the drum 
solo. 
Slipknot played songs 
from their recent release, 
"Iowa," and their hit song, 
"Spit it Out." 
They ended playing their 
most popular single, "Wait
 
and Bleed" to close out the 
night.
 
Don't 
blow  
these  
ladies 
off  
Betty Blowtorch 
proves 
women 
can
 rock
 just as 
hard,  if not harder,
 than men 
By 
Hillary C'argo
 
DARN SIAFF V. Kilt R 
OK, try
 not to 
laugh.  
When  Betty 
Blowtorch  asks, 
"Are You 
Man 
Enough?"
 you'd 
better have 
the  right answer.
 
This hard-core, all -girl 
band's name doesn't necessari-
ly imply these women are 
welders. 
Sharon Needles came all the 
way from Holland to put this 
CD together with her sinister -
sisters in crime: Bianca Butt -
REVIEW 
hole (bass and vocals), Blare N. 
Bitch (lead guitar) and Judy 
Molish (drums).
 
Mom would have called this 
devil music. 
And 
since the 
taste  of soap 
isn't a 
pleasant  one, 
lyric 
regurgitation
 will 
have
 to wait 
until 
you  test 
this
 noise for 
yourself. 
These 
women have 
a few 
themes that 
their lyrics 
revolve  
around. 
When in 
doubt, sing 
about  
"sex, drugs, 
rock,  the devil," 
as
 
they mouth 
off in the 
song
 
"Rock -N
-Roll 69." 
Black 
Sabbath
 wasn't 
looked 
upon 
as the 
most
 divine 
when  
they first
 came out
 either, but 
it wasn't their
 job to care 
about  
holiness. It 
was their 
job  to 
rock hard. 
The point
 was that
 they 
knew
 how to 
tear  through 
the 
flesh 
of the beast 
of convention
 
and eat
 its heart
 out. 
These women attempt to do 
that, though their motives
 
aren't clear-cut.
 
It's more like four average -
looking women 
met up with 
someone  who knew how to use 
an airbrush, created an image 
and as a solution on how to 
solve their problems of absti-
nence, decided to become a 
band for 
the purpose of gather-
ing groupies. 
Boys
 who like girl bands are 
called groupies, right? 
Well, anyway, just be careful 
if you ever
 meet up with Bian-
ca 
('s) Butthole. 
She professes to being a 
hooker in track 
11, "Part -Time 
Hooker."
 
Ironically enough, from a 
metal standpoint, 
they  sound 
pretty 
good. 
Joan Jett has made her 
mark on this 
generation of 
leather -clad, 
pale
-faced she -
rockers. 
But 
shamefully  
enough, 
Vanilla  Ice has 
tainted  the CD 
with
 his pathetic 
contribution 
to 
one of the 
albums tracks,
 
"Size Queen." 
Apparently, the
 Ice boy has 
something to 
say  about his 
size. (Insert 
imagination  here). 
In 
order  to at least
 attempt 
to be decent,
 you'll have to 
pur-
sue your own 
intuition about 
what
 the Vanilla boy has
 to say. 
Other 
songs  such as "I'm 
Ugly and
 I Don't 
Know  Why," 
"Big
 Hair, Broken 
Heart" and 
"Strung
 Out" 
will
 have you 
rolling 
with laughter
 if you can 
tune into the 
lyrics. 
In a 
world 
saturated
 with 
hard-core 
he -rock 
(Pantera,  
Slayer or 
Sepultura), 
these 
women  offer a 
voice  for women 
who have 
long needed
 their 
own  voices 
to headbang
 to. 
While  many
 male 
metal 
bands 
sing
 about 
women  as 
objectified 
"cherry 
pies" or 
"chicks," Betty
 Blowtorch 
demand more 
respect.  
They 
take their 
objectifica-
tion and roll with it, 
make 
money off of 
it and aren't afraid 
to scream lyrical lines of 
sexual
 
expression. 
Really, they are desperate 
for something. 
Their songs demonstrate 
their passionate cravings to 
take girl -rock out of 
the  glit-
tery 
lights and slam it into the 
gutter. 
TEACH to CHANGE the world 
STANFORD TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM (STEP) 
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS! 
STEP otters a cutting -edge twelve-month program to college 
graduates leading to a Master of Arts in Education and a 
California Single Subject 
Teaching  Credential with CLAD 
emphasis.ln
 addition, Stanford undergraduates can enroll in 
their junior or senior year and complete a bachelors degree in 
heir major field while 
completing a Masters in Education and 
eaching credential in a co -terminal teaching 
program.  
LWe
 invite you to attend the following Information Nights: 
Thursday, 
October  4 
Thursday, October 11 
6:30-8:00 p.m. 
Come hear from faculty, current 
and former students and pro-
gram staff about what STEP can 
offer  you! Refreshments will be 
served. 
Center for Educational Research at Stanford 
(CERAS)
 building, Room 304 
To apply 
on-line or receive a brochure visit: 
https://apply.embark.com/gradistanford  
For more information, go to: 
www.stanford.edu/dept/suse  
For 
directions,
 visit http://www.stanford.edu or call (650)
 723-
2109 or 
723-2110.  CERAS is on the 
corner  of Nathan Abbott 
Way
 and Alvarado Row ?next to the 
Law  School). Free parking 
after  4:00 p.m. 
All 
the 
while,
 
Bianca  
Butt
-
hole  
will 
be 
wearing
 
leather
 
and 
chains.
 
The
 
image  
fits 
the 
sound.
 
Richard 
Kruspe, 
from Rammstein, 
plays while flames 
shoot out of the gui-
tar's neck during the 
Pledge
 of Allegiance 
tour at the Compaq 
Center at 
San Jose. 
.1aShong 
King Daily 
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Be an Anget.... 
Donate 
Eggs!  
If you are 21-30 years old. 
healthy, bright& responsible. 
Call Family Fertility Center 
All 
nationalities
 needed 
1-800-939-6886 
Generous
 Compensation
 
7.37 ea. for 25 
White
Beefy.
 
5.78 ea. for 50 
One
 
color,  
4.99 ea. for 100 
One  
Location.
  
orgbirts 
(408) 616-7700 
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Custom Printed 
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 & Design 
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LIVE AND LEARN
 
JAPANESE!
 
The Wasccia Oregon Programs take North AMMO!) and international student, 
to the prestigious Waseda University. Tokyo. Japan for academic programs ,,1 
lapanese 
language  and comparative US -Japan Societies study  
 Waseda Oregon 'Transnational Program 
January 15 - June 21, 2002 
 Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program 
July 4 - August 16. 2002 
',..holarships of up to $1000 are available for the Transnational Nowa., 
lot
 more information.
 contact: 
Waseda Oregon Office 
Portland 
State  University 
(800)
 823-7938 
www.wasedaoregon.org  
1071110'  
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U.S 
authorities  
taking
 
aim
 
at 
terrorist  
bank
 
rolls  
WASHINGTON
 
(AP)
 - 
As 
more
 is 
learned
 about 
how the 
Sept. 11 
hijackings  were 
financed,  authorities are
 show-
ing some
 success in 
cutting off 
sources 
of terror money, with $6 
million blocked 
and 50 bank 
accounts frozen so far. 
U.S. investigators
 believe 
they 
have traced wire 
transfers  from 
one
 of the terrorists to 
Mustafah  
Ahmed, a 
man from the United 
Arab Emirates who disappeared 
the day of the attacks. 
Mohamed Atta, a suspected 
leader of the hijacking teams, 
received $100,000 sent from 
Pakistan, said a law enforce-
ment 
source speaking Monday 
on condition of anonymity. 
Atta wired money to Ahmed 
on Sept. 8 and 
Sept. 9 just days 
before the attacks, possibly 
returning unused funds from the 
hijacking plot, the source said. 
Atta is thought to have been the 
pilot of one of the planes that hit 
the World Trade Center in New 
York. Four U.S. airliners were 
commandeered in all; more than 
6,000 people were killed when 
the planes crashed. 
President Bush, who on Mon-
day announced the progress in 
shutting down the funding 
pipeline, said there were 30 
frozen accounts in this country 
and 20 overseas. 
FAX:
 
408-924-3282
 
"And
 
we're  
just
 
beginning,"
 
Bush 
said 
a 
week  
after  
he
 
announced
 
an
 
executive  
order 
that 
would 
freeze 
any 
U.S.  
assets  
of 
the 
leading  
suspect
 in 
the 
Sept.  
11
 
attacks,
 
Osama
 bin 
Laden,
 and
 26 
other  
people  
and  
organizations.
 
In 
the 
order, 
which 
barred
 
Americans
 from
 doing
 
business  
with 
any of 
the 
named  
individu-
als or 
organizations,
 Bush 
also 
promised
 to shut
 down 
U.S. 
oper-
ations  of 
foreign  
banks
 that 
con-
duct 
business  
with bin
 Laden 
or 
his 
associates.  
Soon  
after,
 
foreign
 
ministers  
from
 the 
seven  
leading
 
industri-
alized 
nations
 - 
Japan,  
Ger-
many, Britain,
 France, Italy, 
Canada, along 
with the United 
States  - agreed to 
produce a 
coordinated plan 
to freeze the 
assets of terrorist 
organizations. 
The 
Treasury 
Department  
has said it 
was  reviewing addi-
tional individuals 
and  groups as 
possible  additions to 
the list. 
The money 
trail in the United 
States  also led to Punta
 Gorda, 
Fla.,
 where the
 owner
 of a mail 
service
 business said Atta and 
another person bought 
$100 -to -
$200 money
 orders at her store 
between
 four and six times from 
mid -July 
to
 mid -August. 
Jean 
Waldorf,  owner of The 
Shipping Post, said she did not 
know 
how  the money 
was  spent. 
"He was 
not a friendly 
per-
son," she 
said  of 
Atta.
 "There was
 
no 
please,
 thank 
you or 
have  a 
nice day.
 The main 
reason I 
rec-
ognized
 him 
was his 
eyes. 
When
 
he looked
 at you 
it was 
as
 if he 
was
 looking 
straight 
through 
you, very
 cold, no 
emotions."  
While 
arrests  and 
interroga-
tions 
spread 
from
 country
 to 
country 
abroad, 
three  
college
 
students 
were 
transferred
 from 
San 
Diego  to 
New York
 for 
questioning
 and 
a U.S. 
magis-
trate 
in 
Alexandria,
 
Va.,  
ordered
 a man
 and 
woman  held 
without bond. 
The
 students
 were 
Osama 
CLASSIFIED
 
Awadallah,
 
Mohdar  
Abdullah
 
and 
Yazeed  Al
-Salmi. 
The name
 
and
 phone 
number
 of at 
least 
one 
of the 
students 
was 
found  
in 
a Toyota
 Corolla
 
registered
 
to Nawas
 
Alhazml,
 one 
of the 
19
 
suspected  
hijackers,
 
according  
to 
published
 
reports.  
The
 two 
Virginia  
residents
 
were 
held 
without  
bond 
pend-
ing 
hearings
 
Wednesday.
 
Magistrate
 
Barry  
Poretz 
ordered
 Luis 
Martinez
-Flores,
 
28, of Falls
 Church,
 and 
Kenya  
Galicia,
 who
 works
 in 
Falls 
Church,
 
detained  
followed
 a 
brief
 
hearing
 in 
U.S. 
District  
Court.
 
130.s:
 408-924-3277 
The 
SPARTAN
 DAILY
 
makes no claim
 for products  
or services advertised 
below  
nor is there 
any guarantee 
implied. The classified 
columns of 
the Spartan Daily 
consist
 of paid advertising 
and offerings 
are not 
approved  or 
verified
 by the 
newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
General  
CAMPUS 
PROMOTIONS
 REP 
part-time  
position  
promoting  
hi -tech
 audio & 
video 
products  
on
-campus  for 
mrktg & 
research  
dept.
 Incentive 
pkg 
includes  
generous
 
awards.
 Send 
resume 
to 
Jobs@bantamusa.com.
 
DENTAL  
OFFICE  
RECEPTIONIST
 
Must  be 
professional,  
friendly
 
and 
have
 some 
basic 
computer  
skills. 
Starting 
salary  is 
$10/hr. 
Call 
Sue, 
408-691-0505.
 
EXECUTIVE
 DIRECTOR
 
ID 
Tech Camps
 Foundation.
 
This 
individual  
would  be 
respon-
sible for
 acting as a 
liaison 
between
 the Foundation & 
the 
Community
 by promoting 
tech-
nology -oriented 
Girls  Specific 
Week and 
Outreach  Programs 
at targeted
 schools, local 
agencies  and youth 
groups.  
Flexible
 hours, excellent 
verbal  
& 
written
 skills required,
 leader-
ship and 
ability
 to work in 
teams, experience
 in writing 
and securing grants 
preferred. 
Call  408-626-7241.
 E -Mail: 
iDream@intornalDrive.org
 
CAMPUS  INSURANCE Service 
is 
seeking
 a part-time clerical 
person. The duties will include 
heavy filing and 
working with 
the mail. No typing 
skills are 
required.  A good command 
of the English language, both 
written  and oral is required. The 
hours are 1pm - 5pm, Mon - Fri.. 
$8.00
 / 
hour Anyone 
interested
 
should call 408-296-5270. Ask 
for Diane to 
set
 up an interview. 
CUSTOMER
 SERVICE SALES 
Immediate positions available in 
busy year-round
 Swim school. 
AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday 
positions available. Must have 
strong 
computer
 skills and 
excellent telephone 
personality.
 
Complimentary athletic 
mem-
lierqhip included. Apply at AVAC 
Swim School 5400 Camden 
Ave. SJ 95124. 408-445-4917 
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! 
PART-71ME OFFICE ASSISTANT
 
Spartan 
Shops,  Inc. is 
searching
 
for a 
PT
 office assist, who is an 
organized
 self-starter. Knowledge 
of
 basic computer 
programs  
required.
 Must possess ability to 
prioritize and 
have  xInt phone 
etiquette
 and customer 
service  
skills.
 Please submit 
your
 appli-
cation to the 
Dining Services 
Admin. office located
 in the Old 
Cafeteria
 bldg across
 from Engi-
neering For more info.
 please 
call Bobbi Jo 
at 924-1850. 
ABCOM 
PRIVATE 
SECURITY  
Student
 Friendly 
- Training 
All Shifts Open 
- Grave Bonus 
Call
 Now. 
408-247-4827
 
CATERING
 - Want 
to work at 
some of the
 most fun & 
exciting 
parties 
in the Bay Area?
 Catered 
.Tho
 is now hiring 
fnendly and 
:professional
 individuals 
to join 
.our 
catering
 team. 
Earn
 money 
i& 
have fun 
at the same
 time. 
:Starting 
pay varies with 
experi-
-.hog. 
Flexible
 hours. 
Please
 
'contact  Alia 
at 295-6819.
 
COUNSELORS 
NEEDED to 
work with at -risk youst in 
group  
hoontis.
 Excellent opportunity to 
galti- 
experience  in 
Social
 
Work,
 Criminal Justice 
and/or 
Psyc)'iology.
 Flexible hours,
 FT 
& PT positions
 available.
 Paid 
trainfrig and 
internships
 Must 
be 
21
 with valid license.
 Must 
have 60 
college units
 and/or 
1 yr 
experience
 working 
with 
at -risk youth
 $9 00-$12
 
00/hr  
depending  
on 
education
 and
 
experience.
 Call 
408-281.4268.
 
FAX 
408-281-4288  
or e-mail 
marissa@unitycare.com
 
'Certain  
advertisements
 
in 
'these
 columns
 may 
refer the
 
;reader  
to
 specific
 
telephone
 
numbers
 or 
addresses
 for 
dditionel  
information
 
'Classified
 
readers  
should  
be
 
reminded  
that, 
when
 
making
 
these 
further 
contacts,
 they
 
should
 
require  
complete
 
information
 before
 sending
 
money 
for 
goods  or 
services.
 
In 
orldition,  
readers 
should
 
carefully
 
Investigate
 all 
firms  
offering
 
employment
 
listings  
or 
coupons
 
for 
discount  
vacations
 or 
merchandise.
 
DRIVING
 
INSTRUCTORS
 
lmmed 
openings,
 full 
or
 part 
time.
 Will 
train,  must
 be 21.
 
$12.00/hr
 to 
start.  
768-0566.
 
RECEPTIONIST,
 
flexible
 
scheduling.
 
768-0566.  
GROOMER'S  
ASST. / 
KENNEL 
help 
needed  for 
small 
exclusive  
shop 
and 
kennel.
 PT,
 
Tues-Sat.
 
Must  be 
reliable,  
honest,  
able  to 
do physical
 work. 
Prefer asp 
working 
w/
 dogs, 
but  will 
train.
 
Great  °poly 
for  dog lover.
 Can 
FAX 
resume  to 
408/377-0109
 or 
Call 
371-9115. 
GIRLS 
P/T AFTER
-SCHOOL 
COUNSELORS
 positions
 10-15 
hours/week,
 $10/hour.
 Cover 
letter  and 
resume  to 
Dept.  MD, 
Fax: 
408-287-8025.
 
Email:
 
personnel@girlscoutsotscc.org.
 
See:  
www.girlscoutsofscc.org
 
for 
details
 & other positions.
 AA/E0E. 
FOOD SERVICE
 / EXPRESSO 
BAR / 
HOST. FT & PT 
avail. Busy 
restaurant in 
S'vale.  All shifts.
 Rex 
hours. 
$10  -$10.25 to start.
 Call 
Wendy 733-9331
 or 733-9446. 
ASIAN 
AMERICANS  FOR 
COMMUNITY  INVOLVEMENT
 
Located 
in San Jose, we are 
a 
growing 
community
 based 
nonprofit
 
established in 1973. 
As a multi service
 agency, our 
diverse
 services include 
language & 
culturally -proficient 
mental health 
services, senior 
services, youth 
services, 
a 
primary  care health clinic 
and a 
domestic  violence 
prevention/education  program. 
We are 
hiring
 for the following 
FT/ PT 
positions:  
Mental Health Counselors:
 
Provide 
direct mental health 
rehabilitiation
 services to 
agency's 
clients.  
Requirements: BA/MA in 
behavioral sciences
 or related 
field, 
fluent in vietnamese
 
a 
plus.  
Youth 
Counselors:  
Provide
 counseling assistance 
to youths. Requirements: 
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
 
or equivalent experience. 
Family Advocates Domestic 
Violence
 Program: 
Provide counseling and 
guidance at emergency 
shelter for battered 
women.  
Requirements: BA/BS in 
behavioral sciences or 
equivalent experience. 
Volunteers Always Needed! 
Send 
resumes  to: 
AACI
 
Human
 
Resources
 
2400 Moorpark Ave 4300 
San Jose,
 CA 95128 
Fax:
 (408) 975-2745 
Email 
rolandacupidordaaciorg 
S EARN EXTRA 
CASH S 
Up to 
5600/month  
Become a Sperm Donor 
Healthy males, 19-40 years old 
Univ. 
Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California 
Cryobank  
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30 
51000'S WEEKLY!! Stuff 
envelopes
 at home for $2 each 
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T Make 
5800+ weekly. guaranteed! 
Free supplies. For details send 
1 stamp to: 
N-28,  PMB 552,  
12021 Wilshire Bl. 
Los Angeles. CA 90025
 
SGET PAID For Your Opinions3 
Earn 515-51255 more per
 
survey' 
www.money4opinions.corn 
LICENSED
 
NUTRITIONIST
 
Lead 
nutrition 
conditioning  class
 
in San Jose.
 
Monday-Frday.
 Per 
Diem/No
 benefits, 6 
hrs/week.  
Call
 Peter 
408-295-0228,  
Resume:  730
 Empey 
Way,  San 
Jose 95128
 or fax 
408-295-2957.  
WELCOME  
BACK
 SPARTANS!
 
Local valet 
company in 
search  
of 
enthusiastic  and 
energetic  
individuals 
to work at 
nearby 
malls, 
hotels & 
private  events.
 
FT/PT 
available. We 
will work 
around 
your  busy 
school  
schedule.  Must 
have  clean 
DMV. Lots 
of
 fun & earn 
good
 
money. Call 
867-7275.  
For 
Part -Time 
and  
Full -Time
 Positions,
 call 
HALLMARK
 PERSONNEL
 
Staffing Silicon 
Valley  since 1983 
Office
 jobs in 
local  companies
 
Students/grads/career
 change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct
 Hire 
Sunnyvale to 
Redwood
 City 
Phone: 
(650)  320-9698
 
Fax: 
(650)  320-9688 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
LAW 
OFFICE 
PART-TIME
 
Positions available.
 File Clerk, 
Mail Clerk and 
Reception.  Your 
intelligence
 is much more 
important 
than your experience. 
Ideal for students.
 15-20 hours 
per 
week. Flexible scheduling 
during final and
 school holidays, 
Call Janice 
at 408-292-5400. 
DEUVERY
 DRIVERS 
Party  rental 
business.
 Perfect 
for 
Students!  Earn $250 eve 
weekend! Must have 
reliable  
truck or van. Heavy lifting is 
required. 
408-292-7876.  
BICYCLE 
MESSENGERS  
Looking  for your not so 
traditional 
bike messengers. You don't 
need experience we'll
 train you. 
You will need 
a bike, lock, 
helmet & 
common  sense, All 
welcome to appy for 
this
 fun, 
flexible, outdoors lob. Apply in 
person at Inner City 
Express 
22 W. Saint John St. San 
Jose.  
Cross street is N. First$35-
$85/HR! Wear costume 4) 
events 4 kids. S Bay + SE FUN! Must 
have car, be avail Ands. No asp 
regd. Will train. Call 831-457-8166. 
TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay, 
Fun Job. Work when you want. 
Car & 
training
 provided. Must be 
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557
 
EARN AT LEAST 525: NASA 
needs right handed males ages 
18-29 for a helicopter study. 
Must be US citizen or green 
card holder. Call 650-604-5118. 
TELEMARKETING part/full-time 
Newspaper subscnptions.
 Near 
SJSU. 
Hourty+Commission.
 Call 
408-494-0200 9am-9pm. 
Assist.
 
Management position 
also avail. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Childcare/Nannies 
NANNY 
JOBS 
Part -lime 
mornings/afternoons:  
$15 - 
$20/hour
 
.2-3 full days per
 week: 
$300- 5600/week. 
Full-time
 up to 
$3500/month.
 
Scab Bay, Peninsula, & East Bay. 
NO FEE TO REGISTERfil 
Call Town & Country Resources 
1-888-772-3999  
WWW.TANDCR.COM 
CHILD  CARE/NANNY PT & FT 
Established
 Los Gatos agency 
seeks  warm, caring 
students  
for part and full
 time 
nanny positions.
 
We list only
 the best jobs! 
Hours
 flexible around school
 
from 15 hrs/wk
 to full time. 
$15-518
 
/fil  Fl 
STANFORD 
PARK
 NANNIES 
408-395-3043
 
www 
spnannies.corn  
OPPORTUNITIES
 
LOOKING TO EARN money for 
your organization or 
yourself? 
Try 
Fund -U, a no cost 
fundraising  
program  that's easy & 
reliable. 
Call  1 -866 -48 -FUND -U 
or visit 
wwwfund-u.com.
 
EMPLOYMENT 
Tutoring 
TUTOR NEEDED for 
Organic 
Chemistry. $15/hour. 
1 day/ 
week. Call 650-296-7268. 
BEHAVIOR TUTORS
 to work w/ 
children
 w/ autism. 
Competitive  
pay. Flex
 hours. Psy, Ed, OT, 
Sp
 
Ed,
 Child Dev & 
related  fields. 
Anilee 
408-945-2336.
 mention 
ad 
EMPLOYMENT 
Education/Schools 
WANT TO EARN 
EXTRA MONEY 
AND 
LOVE CHILDREN? 
TOP PAY - Immediate perm & 
temp positions 
as Teachers at 
ECE & After School Programs
 
(408) 287-3222. 
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, 
ASST, DIRECTORS, AIDES 
Thinking about a career
 working 
with children or teens? The 
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is 
hiring Center Directors, Asst. 
Directors, Teachers and Aides. 
Programs located thoughout 
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa 
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga, 
Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas, 
Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy & 
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time 
positions available
  flexible 
hours around school. Fun staff 
teams, great experience work-
ing with children, career 
advancement, 
excellent  FT/PT 
benefits& training opportunities. 
For more 
information & locations: 
Visit our WEB page at: 
www.scvymca.org  
Fax resume to: 408-351-6477 
Email: YMCAjob@scvymca.org 
*TEACHERS  
INSTRUCTORS.
 
Pa 
Instructors Elem 
Schools 
Degree/Credential NOT Required. 
Opportunity for 
teaching  exp. 
Need Car. VM: (408) 
287-4170  
ext. 
408.
 EOE/AAE 
CHILDCARE TEACHER for 
quality 
recreation  program serv-
ing 2-12 
year olds. Must
 enjoy 
leading  art, games 
and group 
activities.  Flex hours.
 days. 
eves & weekends. PT/FT. Team 
environment. 
Benefits
 available, 
CD units preferred. Email
 
kidsparkakidspark.com 
or FAX 
resume to 
408-260-7366,  or call 
408-260-7929 for an interview.
 
KidsPark, Inc. 
TEACHERS,
 TEACHER'S AIDES, 
SUBS AND 
RECREATION 
LEADERS 
Enjoy
 working with 
kids?  Join 
the team at Small
 World 
Schools,
 get great experience 
WORKING
 WITH CHILDREN
 
AGES
 5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec. 
programs.
 
SMALL 
WORLD  SCHOOLS 
offers competitve 
pay, health 
benefits for 30 + hrs,
 excellent 
training 
and a fun work environ-
ment. We 
can often offer flexible 
hours 
around your school 
schedule.  This is a great job 
for both 
men  and women. 
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or 
fax resume to 408-283-9201. 
Part-time  employees needed 
with or 
without
 units in ECE, art, 
recreation, music, dance,  phys
 
ad, 
human services, social 
welfare, 
nursing, psychology,
 sociology 
home economics, or 
elementary  
education.
 
HEAD TEACHERS 
TEACHERS / AIDES 
I /T /P & 
SCHOOL -AGE 
For a High -Quality, 
Non -Profit Organization. 
We want YOU -an 
enthusiastic.  
energetic individual to complete 
our team! 
Come play, learn & earn 55$ 
while you attend morning or 
evening classes! 
Palo
 Alto 
Community Child 
Care, voted 
"Best Child Care in Palo 
Alto"  
operates 18 programs in Palo 
Alto. Accredited Programs. 
PT or 
FT, or 
create your
 own 
schedule of hours and days as a 
Substitute at our 18 centers. 
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relat-
ed field OK in lieu of ECE for 
school -age teachers. 
$11+/hr., 
depending on exp., plus full 
benefits at 20 hours/week: 
Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro.,
 
Dental. Vision, Ins. (employer -
paid)  11 Holidays
  10 days of 
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20 
days at 5+yrs.  12 days Sick  
Tuition Fleimb.  Retirement Plan  
Monthly Staff 
Training.  Special 
Rate for Employee Child Care. 
Call (650) 493-2361 for
 appli-
cation information
 or fax resume 
to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at 
www.paccc.com. EOE. 
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant. 
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides. FIT & 
P/T positions  
available. Substitute positions 
are also available that offer 
flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for Teacher 
positions  
but not req. for Aide positions. 
Excellent 
opportunity  for Child 
Development majors. Please 
call Cathy for an 
interview
 at 
408-244-1968 or fax resume to 
408-248-7350.
 
INSTRUCTIONAL  AIDES 
Special Ed & Regular Class. 
$10.86-$15.43/hr Saratoga 
Sch. 
Dist.
 Call 867-3424 x504 for 
info
 
& application. Immediate Need 
EDUCATION AIDES FT/PT 
M-F 
Los Altos
 
pad
 speech/occup tx 
clients 18 mo-5yrs. Assist w/ tx 
$10-$12/hr.  Fax: 
408-286-5724
 
PRESCHOOL TEACHERS 
Great Pay. 
Excellent Benefits. 
Flexible Work 
Schedule. 
408-225-7700 
www.tempcare.com  
EMPLOYMENT
 
Recreation/Swim  etc. 
SUBSTITUTE
 
RECREATION
 LEADERS 
Join
 the SMALL 
WORLD 
SCHOOLS team as a 
Substitute  
Teacher/
 Rec Leader 
& enjoy the 
flexibility you need.
 Small World 
Schools  is looking 
for students 
wanting to work 
with children in 
our before and after school care 
programs. As 
a substitute you 
can choose
 which days you're 
available
 for work. The only 
requirement
 is your desire 
to work with 
children ages 
5 through 
12
 years in a fun 
recreation type 
atmosphere.  
Call 408-283-9200 today 
for an 
interview,or  fax your
 resume 
to 408-283-9201. 
NOW 
HIRING RECREATION 
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr, flex hours, 
weekdays. 
Work with children in 
the Los Gatos - Saratoga area. 
Contact Laurie Boswell
 
8 408-
354-8700 x 224. 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS
 
& 
LIFEGUARDS  
No experience nec. Will train. 
Flexible
 hours. Fun environment. 
Central
 YMCA 351-6323. 
EASTER SEALS BAY AREA 
seeks Activitiy Aides, 
PT with 
benefits to work w/ children ages 
13 - 22 with developmental 
disabilities  in San Jose, Monday -
Friday,  $9.78/hr.
 Call Ron 
Halog, 408-295-0228. Resume: 
730 Empey Way, San Jose 
95128 or fax 
408-295-2957.  
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & LIFE-
GUARDS needed in San Jcse 
for Easter Seals Bay Area. 
Monday -Friday, FT/benefits & 
PT/benefits. Call Peter or Jacob 
295-0228. Resume: 730 Empey 
Way, San Jose 
95128  or fax 
408-295-2957. 
RECREATION
 LEADER, City 
of 
San Jose,
 $12.05 hr. starting 
Rewarding job for someone who 
enjoys working with youth. Here's 
your opportunity to make a differ-
ence in a child's life. seeking 
candidates %iv/leadership. 
organi-
zation & problem solving
 skills to 
implement exciting after school 
programs.
 Hours i M -F afternoons 
and
 Sat. mornings. Candidates 
must have a high 
school  diploma 
or
 equiv. & pass a background 
check before starting their work 
assignment.  For more 
informa-
tion contact 
the Hiring Unit 0 
979-7826
 or download 0 
http://jobs.cityofsi,org.
 
VOLUNTEERS
  
Comedy PublicAccess Show 
needs video edit help. Fun but 
no 
pay.  Call 
Bruce  Aaron 226-0409. 
INSURANCE
  
LOWEST AUTO 
INSURANCE
 
Lowest Down 
Payment
 
Easy
 Payment 
Plan 
Good 
Student
 Discount 
International
 Driver Welcomed 
No Driver Refused 
Call for
 Free Quotes 
408-272-0312 
pnninsur@aol corn 
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED  - LOCAL
 RATES FOR 
NATIONAL/AGENCY  RATES CALL 
408-924-3277
 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, 
numbers,  punctuation & spaces between words. 
JUJUILILILIULILIJLIQUILIUULIULICILIULILICQUILIU
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Ad Rates: 3 -line
 minimum 
One Two 
Three Four 
Day Days Days Days 
3 lines
 $5 $7 
$9 
$11 
Five
 
Days 
$13 
Rate increases $2 for
 each additional line per 
ad. 
Rate increases
 $2 for each additional 
day.  
EflEGIUERGY.
 
015C_OSIN15;
 
20 . 
consecutive 
issues 
receive
 10% off. 
40 + consecutive
 issues receive  20% off. 
50 + consecutive issues receive 25%
 off. 
Local rates aWy to Santa Clara County advertisers 
and SJSU students, staff
 
S faculty. 
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces 
Additional words may be 
satin
 bold type 
at
 a per ad 
charge of $3 per word 
Name
 
Address 
00/11Stetis,
 
Zio 
cork 
Please
 check 
./ 
one 
classification:
 
_Lost
 
and 
Found' _Rental 
Housing
 
Announcements  
_Shared 
Housing  
Phone  
Campus
 Clubs 
_Real  
Estate  
Send check or 
money 
order  b: 
(No Credit Cards 
Accepted)
 
_Greek
 
Messages  
_.Services  
Spartan Daily 
Classifieds 
Events
 
Health'Beauty  
San 
Jose
 State University 
_Volunteers
 
_Sportstihnlls  
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
For 
Sale  
_Insurance  
 
Classified  desk 
is located in Dwight 
Bente'  Hall, 
Room  
209. 
_Electronics
 
_Entertainment
 
 
Deadline:  10 00 a.m two weekdays
 before 
publication
 
_Wanted
 
_Travel
 
 All ads are 
prepaid.
  No refunds 
on
 canceled ads. 
_Employment
 
_Tutoring
 
M Rates for consecutive publication
 dates only. 
_ 
_Opportunities
 _Word 
Processing
 
 QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277 
SJSU STUDENT
 
RATE: 
25%  OFF 
- Rate 
applies
 to 
private
 party
 ads only, no 
discount
 
for 
other persons
 or 
businesses.  
Ads must 
be
 placed 
in person 
in DBH 209 from 
10am
 
to 
3pm.
 
STUDENT
 ID 
REQUIRED.  
* Lost & 
Found  ads are
 
offered
 free 
as a 
service
 to the campus community 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS!! 
Thank you for being so special 
to me.
 Have a great day. 
Love, Alison 
RENTAL 
HOUSING   
STUDIO - $700/mo $500 dep. 
Private 
entrance 
one person -
female pref
 Monterey & Branharn 
Lane East Grace 295-4011x210
 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Live in luxury & walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full 
gym, on -site 
management, all 
appliances included,
 central A/C. 
Stop by today for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday 
THE
 COLONNADE 
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639 
1920'S CLASSIC 1BR/1BA for  
clean, quiet. sober financially 
responsible. 1 parking. 
Yard  
Hardwood floors. 551-553 So 6th. 
$10005 up. Peter 408-746-1900 
SHARED
 
HOUSING
  
ROOM FOR RENT Very Nice 
Santa Clara TH $750/mo 2519 
Palmdale Ct 408-243-3702 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
 3 Female and 1 Male 
Spaces  
Now 
Available  
 Fun & Friendly environment 
 
5 minute walk to 
campus
 
 Welt -equipped kitchen 
 Computer and Study rooms 
 2 pianos & game rooms 
 Laundry facilities
 
 
Parking  
For American and 
International  
Students Call 924-6570 or stop by 
for a tour. 360S. 11th St. between 
San Salvador & San Carlos, 
WORD PROCESSING
 
PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING 
Theses,  Term Papers, 
Group  Projects, etc. 
All formats, 
including
 APA 
Experienced.
 Dependable, 
Quick Return. Call Linda 
(408) 264-4504 
TRAVEL 
SPRING 
BREAK -CANCUN 2002 
5 night packages
 from $649. 
7 nights from $679. CA 
seller  of 
travel #2054582-40.
 Call Dawn 
at MVP 
Travel:  
1-800-223-1815,  
8am-5pm 
CST.
 
SERVICES  
EDITOR / TUTOR: proofreading, 
rewriting, help with writing and 
Organizing. Tutoring in English, 
literature, writing, reading. & 
math through beginning 
algebra. 
www.tutoringandediting.com 
925-399-5098 
New Smile Choice Dental Plan 
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info 
call 
1-800-655-3225  or 
www.studentdentalcom  or 
www.goldenwestdental.com
 
HEALTH/BEAUTY  
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright,
 408-241-8444 or  
800-550-4900. Free/Confidential.  
LOSE 20 LBS 
FAST!  
Money Back guarantee $38.00 
FREE 
Samples.  408-297-5390 
ADVERTISE!
 
Spartan Daily 
Classified  - 
Advertising 
That Worksll 
Daily 
Crossword
 
ACROSS 
1 Microscopic 
swimmer  
7 Owns
 
10 
Night insect 
14 Certain
 
correspondent
 
15 
Hall-of-Famer
 
Mel 
16 Arthur 
of
 the 
courts 
17 Lure 
18- close 
for 
comfort
 
19 Drizzle 
20 
Henry  
Street
 
Settlement
 
employee 
23
 Charged
 particle 
26 
Pt.  of 
USMA
 
27 Like 
spinach
 
28 
Dock
 
29 IRS 
month 
30 
Disencumber
 
31 
Family
 tree 
33 Give 
it the gas 
34 
Horror
-film 
street  
37 'Hail,
 Caesar!"
 
38 
Naughty
 
39 
Cotton
 
gin 
name
 
40 
Compete
 
41 That 
girl 
42 
Rush  
43 Items
 in royal
 
vaults 
45
 Actor 
Silver 
48 
Bird 
of
 fable 
47 Eye 
part  
48 
Command
 
51 
Hound
 
for 
payment
 
52 
Trivial
 
53 
Alternatrve to 
scrambled 
eggs 
56 
money 
drawer
 
57 
In 
the past 
58 
Tiger cat 
62
 Start
 a 
kitty  
63 Isaac Newton's 
title 
PREVIOUS  PUZZLE SOLVED 
S.P,U,D 0.P.1;1A H POKE 
T.E.F1,
 I
 
HE 
A,V 
E A 
DEN
 
E R,A.S S E.00 N 1 
D 
MULCH 
PEN HINTS
 
L.U,G.E S 
MION 
SCHOLARCi .  
EVVGAW.S 
CA.E.S
 A 
R
 
F IRS 
kl
 0,0 
A.M.! E 
BRONC  ABOU 
RED 0. L.EG 
U.NCLES
  
-0 I 
B.L.E  S PRE 
C.12E
 
D BU.
 
YE.
 
A.L.I.B I 
E.E,R
 
 
URMIMO Y  
R.u.B.B R,T.R  E E ARIA 
E.M.
 I ,L R L A W'N  
APSE 
PASSE SWIG
 
C 2001 
Unned  Foature Synclocal 
64 Conditional
 
release  
65 Cargo 
66 
"Absolutelyi"  
67 
Happened  
subsequently
 
DOWN 
1 Zoo 
animal 
2 Guys 
3 
Toronto's  prov 
4 
Part of a senal 
5 It can
 
go
 with 
53 Across 
6 Baldwin
 of films 
7 Kind of balloon
 
8 Coral structure 
9 - away
 travel 
for free
 
10 Scratched
 
II 
City near Kyoto 
12 
Pickpocket  
13 Hudson Of 
Ford
 
21 
Hinder
 
22 Actress 
de
 Havilland 
23 Koran 
name
 
24 Ingenuous 
25 - tube 
29 Once more 
30 
Antique 
32 Detests 
33 Modernized 
34 
Turn
 inside out 
35 
Ceiling  
36 Not neat 
44 Weight
 
Watchers 
clients
 
45
 Staggered 
46 Gossip 
48 
Computer  
numbering  
system
 
49 Homed animal
 
50 
Actress
 
Burke  
51 
Stray 
calf 
52 
Pie 
type
 
54 Simple
 
55 
Horse's 
gait  
59 Gymnast
 Mary 
- Redon 
60 Toreador's 
61
 
"BravoNewscaster
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Part
 1 
of
 the excerpt
 
from
 
the MACLA  
forum
 
Richard 
Rodriguez  
Richard Rodriguez, a renowned
 essayist, and Jay 
Harris, a former 
publisher of the San 
Jose Mercury 
News,  discussed the recent terrorists acts,
 current 
events and the future of 
California on Monday in 
San Jose State
 University's Morris Dailey
 Auditori-
um. 
Rodriguez is the 
author of the critically 
acclaimed book, "Hunger of 
Memory:
 The Education 
of Richard 
Rodriguez,"
 as well as "Days of Obliga-
tion: An Argument with My 
Mexican
 Father," which 
its
 
nominated
 fr 
a PulilLet Vrie. 
lie  
is 
also
 an 
editor  for the 
Pacific News
 Service in 
San 
Francisco,
 
and
 is an 
Emmy
 award
-winning 
commentator
 on 
"The News Hour with 
Jim Lehrer." 
Aside
 from being 
a former 
publisher  of the 
San  
Jose 
Mercury  News,
 Harris is 
a member 
of
 the 
Pulitzer Prize board, 
as well as the 
Poynter
 Insti-
tute's National Advisory. 
The 
following is 
the  first part 
of
 a series in 
which  
the 
Spartan  Daily will provide excerpts
 
from
 Mon-
day's discussion. 
JH: Rich, tell 
us in your words, 
let's try to walk 
through 
some of this, and let
 us know how you're
 
describing and 
understanding  what's
 happened  to 
America and
 Americans. Let's 
start with what I 
think is 
our nation's traditional
 sense of optimism 
and security. Only 
a month ago, we 
described  our-
selves as the
 world's only superpower.
 And today we 
deal with a sense 
of
 vulnerability. 
We
 let 
silence
 ring 
in the streets when we 
hear fear in the roar of 
air-
planes. We react in entirely
 different ways. What do 
you think is going on? 
RR:  I think in many 
ways  America is having 
a 
nightmare,  and like all 
nightmares  this one doesn't
 
have an 
easy  way of describing it. 
There's  no easy 
language
 of description here. I'm 
not  even satisfied 
with
 the word terrorism, because
 I don't think I 
have felt, since the 
moment
 I was awakened by a 
phone call on Sept. 
11  I don't think I've 
felt ter-
ror. 
I think I have felt shock. 
I think I've felt enormous grief. 
I've
 seen those bodies 
cascading
 down the side of 
those buildings.
 I think I have felt awe 
at
 the brav-
ery for people saving other people. 
I think I have felt depression.
 I couldn't work for 
three or four days. I couldn't figure out why 
any of 
this, including this conversation,  meant 
anything.
 I 
couldn't eat for two days, and I 
couldn't  sleep. 
And then friends called me from New 
York and 
said that their children
 were awakening in the 
mid-
dle 
of the night, weeping three weeks 
after the 
events. And 
then
 my father died about three 
months 
Omar
 Ornelas 
Daily  Stall 
Jay 
Harris, former 
publisher  
of the
 San Jose 
Mercury  
News,  sits 
next to Richard Rodriguez 
prior 
to their forum 
at Morris Dailey Auditorium on 
Monday. 
TALK: Discussion draws crowd to hear fifth annual forum
 
 continued from Page I values. He is the type of person "One of the things 
that
 sur-
that you ask the man, 
'how are prised me was how funny he 
theater arts, you' and he could carry on for an 
was," Terrazas said. "I thought he 
Harris, sitting center stage in hour." was very 
spontaneous." 
Morris Dailey Auditorium 
across  Eva Terrazas, Board President Claudia 
Mendoza,  a foreign 
from the pinstripe
-suit -clad of MACLA and a SJSU student languages student, said she
 was 
Rodriguez, breezed through 
the majoring in political science, said very proud that 
the university 
questions with a smooth rhythm. she 
was  impressed with the brought the event to campus 
and 
"I believe  that he is one of the evening's events, hosted 
cultural activities such 
as 
great public intellects. I thought "People showed their support these. 
that he was 
really insightful and for someone who challenges the Filar 
Aguero-Esparaza,  direc-
challenging,"
 Harris
 said. "He
 left way people think," she said. "In tor of visual art programs at 
us all with new constructs to previous years,
 we have had more
 MACLA,
 said, "I was really 
think. This was the most reward- literary themes (bringing guests impressed
 with how much heart 
ing experience that I have had. I like Latina author Sandra Cis- he had." 
believe that the future is definite- nerosi so this 
year was a change Her sister, Lilia Aguero, was at 
ly the product 
from individual to a more thoughtful, provocative the 
event  with her and said she 
acts." 
theme." 
was impressed with the 
turnout.  
The 
future was speculated Harris opened with a 
question  'This is a rough time," Aguero 
upon in relation to one topic in about 
how  one goes about finding said. "A lot of people have not 
particular. When Harris arrived the words for the catastrophic wanted to be in this form, this 
at the topic of how Rodriguez events of 
Sept.  11. 
brain space." 
feels about his cultural identity, Rodriguez, who said, "Ian- 
Abel Macias, a graduate stu-
Rodriguez 
talked 
about what it guage
 has been the 
great  subject
 dent at SJSU in Mexican -Amen -
means
 for him to be brown. The of my life," may not have had the can studies, 
said he enjoyed the 
future of all Californians, he said, direct words, but
 he moved the opportunity to hear Rodriguez's 
is to be brown as a result of cul- audience with feelings,  views.  
tural plurality. 
He described his feelings
 as "I thought it was interesting. I 
"When
 it comes 
to his com- deeper than language, and then was
 surprised in 
what he 
said
 
ment about California being brought the audience to a corn- because he didn't hold back. He is 
brown, I think that I want to mon ground:
 "It's the language of such a 
prominent
 person, so I 
learn more about 
that. I think it 
4 a.m., where 
we
 wake up and think that 
how is 
speaks  what he 
goes beyond the categories that we're scared when a plane flies thinks is taken seriously," said 
we immediately set for it," Harris overhead  where we feel like Macias.
 "I think he became a 
said. "It is a comment that chal- 
children." 
prominent person
 because he was 
lenges you. I think he is talking Though the issues were seri- controversial. This man doesn't 
about culture and how we have ous, Rodriguez didn't compress represent anyone, he represents 
shared experiences and
 shared the conversation with heaviness himself" 
Former president 
talks  about attack in visit to California 
LOS ANGELES (API  For-
mer President Bill Clinton 
said 
Monday that the fight 
against
 
terrorism is "the great battle for 
the heart and soul of the new cen-
tury and 
we
 have got to win it." 
During 
an appearance at an 
online learning conference in Los
 
Angeles, Clinton
 also urged a 
packed auditorium 
to support the 
Bush administration
 and 
assured 
them
 that America's 
defenses will 
improve.  
Clinton,
 55, described
 Osama 
bin 
Laden, who has 
been named 
by federal authorities 88 the rorism came toward the end of a 
prime suspect in the 
Sept.  liter- 
half-hour
 
keynote
 
address  at 
thi
 
rorist attacks, 
as "a worthy oppo- 
Online  
Learning  
2001 
Conferenci
 
nent, a formidable opponent" and and Expo in which he also dis 
gave a stark description of the
 cussed issues such as the digital 
terrorists' aim, 
divide and the 
technological
 chill 
"No one believes they could 
lenges facing the Third World. 
win a conventional 
military  fight, Clinton has assumed an 
so the terrorists seek to weaken 
increasingly public role since the 
our commitment to freedom Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. He 
around
 the world," Clinton said. hugged rescue workers at the
 
"And by hurting us increase their World Trade 
Center  site: prayed 
capacity to impose a particular with his wife, Sen. Hillary Rod -
view
 of how people should live." ham Clinton, and 
thousands of 
Clinton.'  remarks about ter- 
others  at Yankee Stadium. 
ago at the 
age of 96. I have 
lots of friends of 
mine  die 
from
 things like 
AIDS and 
cancer
 early in 
their  
lives. 
So 
I know something 
about  grief. 
What I know 
about grief is 
that you don't
 need to 
meet it head on. 
When my father 
died, I didn't 
weep  
at 
all.  I gave a eulogy 
at his funeral, 
like
 this (calm), 
and it 
was  as smooth as silk. 
All my life I thought 
about how
 I was going to do 
this.  My father's casket, 
my mother grieving, 
family,  relatives. How 
would  
my voice ever find
 itself? And then 
the moment 
came in this church 
and  it was the easiest 
thing  I 
had ever done. 
And I 
know  about real emotion, 
those intense 
emotional moments 
in
 our lives, is that they 
never 
come off the 
immediate
 experience. The 
grief that is 
waiting for me down 
the road. 
It's 
going  to hit me 
someday
 on a bus, or 
waiting  
for  an airplane, or 
maybe  drinking a cup 
of coffee 
five 
years from now. 
Something hits and
 then I'll 
know how to say 
what my father's 
death meant. 
Fm not sure 
I know yet how 
to speak, or what 
voice to 
give  about this 
experience  (the attacks).
 I 
will tell you that I 
traveled immediately 
after, as 
soon as the planes 
began  to fly again. I do 
not have 
an American flag 
flying
 on my building, 
but the 
thing
 I wanted most to do was 
drive  across this 
country 
I wanted
 to feel the connection 
with the land. I 
wanted to see the 
mountains.  I wanted to 
feel the 
desert. I had this 
primitive
 sense and connection
 to 
use in the land. 
I don't know my politics. I don't 
even  think this is 
a political event that we are going 
through,
 which is 
one of the reasons why the riots
 of the last week 
seem to be 
uninteresting  to me at the moment. 
I think we are lucky as we Americans, who have
 
never dealt with religion as a 
political
 event, except 
maybe the 
1850s when the nativists began
 to come 
to this country and the Irish 
began to wonder, 
"Could Catholics be good 
Americans?". ... and then 
there  was a war in this country 
against Mormons. 
Because a lot of 
Americans  thought Mormons were 
not 
acceptable  to be in the American 
fabric,  but by 
and large, we do 
not fight with each other over the 
Arab -American killed, 
REEDLEY, Calif. (AP)  The 
family of an Arab -American shop 
owner killed during 
the weekend 
thinks he was the victim of a hate 
crime.  
Abdo Ali Ahmed
 was shot Sat-
urday afternoon at his conve-
nience store after receiving a 
death threat
 and being subjected 
to racial slurs. 
Deputies searched
 for the 
killers Monday as the Fresno 
County 
coroner  ruled that Ahmed 
died from 
multiple gunshot 
wounds. Investigators 
were  con-
sidering all possible motives, 
Jay  Harris 
issue of religion. And now there are dark, 
dark  
ruminations from this man in the caves who 
describes you  as 
belonging to a Jewish -Christian 
country And also he describes you as belonging to a 
secular, heedless, pagan country of no bounds. 
Further  excerpts from the fifth annual Distin-
guished Scholars Forum with
 Jay 
Harri,;
 and 
Richard Rodriguez will follow this week 
hate crime 
suspected 
including 
robbery
 and racism. 
"Any time there is violence 
directed toward anyone of 
Middle 
Eastern 
descent that is always a 
possibility,  that is something we 
are going to 
investigate,"  Sgt. Dan 
Cervantes
 said Monday. 
The FBI was briefed 
on the 
case and 
has offered to help, said 
Sgt. Toby Rien, head of the
 Fresno 
Sheriff's 
homicide  unit. The FBI 
has 
joined in hate -crime investi-
gations across the 
country
 after 
the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks on 
the 
East  Coast. 
Ahmed's family thinks
 his 
death was 
part of a trend of hate 
crimes toward Middle Eastern 
immigrants. 
Ahmed, 51, was a Muslim who 
moved to the United States from 
Yemen about 35 
years  ago. 
"He didn't have no enemies," 
said Fahmi Kassim, Ahmed's 
nephew. "He's a very very peace-
ful guy. He's got 
a nice heart." 
Two days before
 the killing, 
Ahmed found a 
death threat 
note on his car after shopping at 
a grocery store in nearby Dinu-
ba. He tore the paper from the 
car and threw it away, 
said 
Madram 
Shuaibi, another rela-
tive. 
coming soon... 
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